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ORPHICA MAGICA I 
Summary  

 
A LITTLE TIREDNESS - MANY CONSEQUENCES  

 
Even before the Second World War the classical philology, which was 

self-sufficient from Marsilio Ficino’s time until the flourishing of 
Altertumswissenshaft, began to get bored from constantly gazing at texts and 
monuments from the Polis’ Antiquity. During the last 30 or so years of the 20th c. 
the brilliance of the Athenian Acropolis began to darken due to the “Black 
Athena”, who M. Bernal brought from the South Things, long-time Interpreted, 
began to be re-interpreted because of the wish fresh answers to be given to routine 
questions. Thus the moment of pre-qualifications arrived. The science concerning 
the Greek-Roman Time began to produce anthropologists, philosophizing 
translators, ethnologists, cognitivists, folklorists, culturalists, structuralists, art 
historians, comparativists-indoeuropeanists, archaeologists with “new 
archaeology”, linguists-etymologists, “universalists” like G. Dumézil and M. 
Eliade, functionalists and even psychoanalysts. The most exotic professional pre-
qualification was offered, however, by the shamanism.  
 

Arctic beliefs with shaman ritual practice, or shamanhood, was a book-
learning research, defined with the neologism shamanism. This operation (s. TД 3 
245-246 for the difference between shamanhood and shamanism and Neykova 
2003 for their incompatibility with the Orphism) is being defended structurally 
with the statements that shamans, who relate with the Greek mythology, wander 
around the “dead Siberian fields”. West 1983, 146-150 asks himself/herself: “Have 
the hallucinations of medicine men in Siberia or the Altai really anything to do 
with Greek myth” and answers positively. This way the circle closes with the old 
study by K. Meuli from 1935 (West 1983, 146, n. 19; cf. the discussion in Kingsley 
1994).  
 

As one can see, the reminding of known conclusions proves to be a suitable 
beginning of the introduction in the orphic-magical issues, which I shall delineate 
later. For this beginning, it is important that the Orphic literature can be 
differentiated also from the so called Orphics, and from the Orphism. “As for 
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“Orphism”, the only definite meaning that can be given to the term is “the fashion 
for claiming Orpheus as an authority. The history of Orphism is the history of that 
fashion”. (West 1983, 2-3). 

 
M. L. West’s statement is commented by Fowden 1986, 96. As he develops his 

statement, the author finds himself near the hypothesis of the non-literary Orphism 
with an exhaustive text by M. Foucalt (M. Foucalt “What is an author” in: Harari J. 
V. (Ed.) Textual strategies: pespectives in post-structuralist criticism, London 
1980, 141-160, and especially p. 147), which says: “Hermes Trismegistus did not 
exist … – in the sense that Balzac existed – but the fact that several texts have been 
placed under the same name indicates that there has been established among them a 
relationship of homogeneity, filiation, authentification of some texts by the use of 
others, reciprocal explication, or concomitant utilization. The author’s name serves 
to characterize a certain mode of being of discourse … this discourse is not 
ordinary every day speech … not something that is immediately consumable. On 
the contrary, it is a speech that must be received in a certain mode and that, in a 
given culture, must receive a certain status” (the Italics is mine – A. F.). Orpheus’ 
words are with the status of values and virtues for the Orphic culture, i. e., for the 
historically active behaviour of the non-literary societies in Southeastern Europe, 
and most of all, in Thrace.  
 

The historically active behaviour is being observed and understood as oral 
doctrinally-ritualistic faith. From it sufficient motives have being drawn which 
begin to be written. Orpheus originates (after Гочев 1999, 98-99, n. 85), when 
statements from different ethno-linguistic origin acquire a written form, organize 
themselves in segments and are being put in a chain, to create the illusion of a 
connected text with the myth as commentary. This technique is known from the 
middle of 6th c. BC, when the myth concerning the child Zagreus and the Titans, 
was compiled by Onomacritus. The series of statements can be transformed into 
prayers or into hymns, especially by the aretalogy, which list the god’s merits.  
 

Passing from the Ancient Greek towards the Thracian Orphism, from the 
literary philosophical teaching towards the oral, the ethnos’ one, I would like to 
remind of my thesis that Orpheus is a personification of the attempt of achieving of 
individual knowledge, an Orphic – the bearer of this essay, exalted and put into 
motion by the faith’s illumination, and Orphism - a type of doctrinal behaviour. 
While the ethnos’ Orphism is a finalized world outlook, the literary one is based on 
a mythical authorship. It defends an initiation practice, which is recognized during 
the period of its spreading outside esoteric societies by the educated Greek 
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observers not only in ethnos’ Thracian communities, but also in Greece. This 
practice is documented by the goldlamellae, inscriptions on vases, graffiti, 
Orpheus’ “riddles” in the Derveni papyrus, as well as from texts in Plato’s corpus.  
 

Bernabé 1998, 72 had proposed a reconstruction of Plato’s Orphic 
teaching, based on Plat. Phaed. 62b, Phaed 70c, Phaed. 69c, Meno 81a, Cratyl. 
400c, Resp. 363c, Leg. 701b, Gorg. 493a: Socrates knows an ancient logos of 
secret writings – a deed by inspired poets … which organize the initiations, and 
especially – Musaeus or Orpheus. A teaching for the soul is contained in their 
secret writings. The soul is immortal, but it carries a certain guilt, probably – the 
Dionysus’ dismemberment by the Titans, – because of which the soul has to suffer 
a retribution in this or in the other world, where it transforms. During its stay in this 
world, the soul is locked in the body, which is its grave. In this world, the soul does 
not live a real life, but a kind of death, despite that the elimination of the guilt can 
be achieved with certain rituals.  
 

The hellenization of the teaching in the immortality requires a 
terminological specification of intellectual energy with “soul”, but Bernabé’s 
explanation 1998, 65, based on Aristot. De anima 410b19 reveals the Orphic 
understanding for the energy, which is part of the cosmic one, and which is 
invested into the intellect. Bernabé’s clarification discloses this hellenic literary-
philosophical interpretation as a re-formulated oral Orphic concept. In the cited 
passage, the teaching exposed in the Orphic poems, presents the soul carried by 
winds. It enters from the outer world when the person inhales. The energy-wind 
seems to be a reason for the soul’s activity. While the energy-wind is passive in 
Plato, it becomes clear from the texts on the goldlamellae that the soul, on the 
contrary, is active before an obstacle which it has to surmount. The difference 
shows, that Plato’s Orphism is not the doctrine documented on the goldlamellae 
(according to Bernabé 1998, 74-75), or on texts such as the inscription of the 
Thracian king Kotys I (383-359 BC), who declares himself for Apollo’s païs. The 
passive soul is subject to transformation according to the Ancient Greek polis’ 
version, whereas the active and mobile intellectual energy is immortal.  
 

The reconstruction of the oral orphic faith-ritualism according to the 
“ancient logos’, its development in the concept of the metempsychosis, as well as 
Plato’s irony towards peddling fortune-tellers, the prescriptions for somatic 
practices and rituals show, that the philosopher unambiguously separates the 
“mythic Orpheus”, the creator of a secret ancient teaching, from Orpheus, the 
author of poems (Bernabé 1998, 50-51). In other words, Plato separates the 
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tradition of the oral Orphic doctrine about immortality from its polis’ version of the 
soul’s immortality. 
 

The notion of “two Orpheus” is introduced by Sabbatucci 1991. According 
to him, they differentiate in Pausanias – the one, “the Thracian one” is “more like a 
god”, the Greek one is a poet-singer, the so-called cultural hero (cf. also TД 3, 
135). This recognition seems to give a reason to think, that Socrates is a 
paradigmatic image not so much of the Greek aretè, but more so of the Thracian 
Orphic culture, which is motivated by the principle of meto∂khsij of the migration 
in Socrates’  ¢top∂a, i. e. in the Beyond (Medrano 2000). 
 

I add excerpts from magical papyri in Greek (the last general overview s. 
in Brashear 1995) to this documentation, as well as texts on other materials, which 
form a new base of source data for the ethnos’ Thracian Orphism. Before 
commencing this research, however, I would like to clarify some more positions. 
 

Orpheus is not the only authority called to impart remote past and 
authenticity of the non-olympic, of the esoteric mysterial-initiationary faith-
ritualism. Orpheus is a naming of an ambassador of the Light, of the Knowledge. 
Such is also Musaeus, who heads the Eumolpidae’s pedigree in Eleusis before the 
end of the 5th c. BC. A similar role is imposed upon Epimenides, despite him 
resembling a historical person, upon Linus, Olen, Pamphos, Abaris, Aristeas, 
Tamiris, Palaephatus (West 1983, 45-62). The declaration of authorship is a good 
method, even though the sacred books are sometimes anonymous, as is the 
classical case in Paus 8. 15. 2 for the grand Eulesinia in Pheneus (Fol V. 2001).  
 

From this point of view, the “shamanism” may end up being a good 
technical term for the differentiation of the ethnos’ from the polis’ Orphism, and 
for the clarification of the ancient Greek borrowings of non-Greek “cults and 
practices”. According to M. L. West, by returning to Thrace and by taking one 
more Eastern road, we reach Ionia and the Pontic region. Here the author discovers 
the main “archaic Greek shamans” Aristeas Proconnensis, Hermotimus from 
Clasomenae, Pythagoras who is considered to be the Hyperborean Apollo. M. L. 
West connects the development of a Bacchic cult during the 6th c. BC in Ionia with 
the king Skyles, the Pontic colonies and with a “direct contact with the Scythians”, 
and concludes: “On the furthest horizon a rivulet of cultural influence trickles into 
view from the country of the Scythians and Thracians, bringing down to Ionia in 
the seventh and sixth centuries BC some manifestations of shamanistic theory and 
ritual. These include the initiatory motif of dismemberment and reconstruction, and 
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the myths of Orpheus. Tales begin to circulate of shamanistic feats–journeys in the 
spirit, magical flight, bilocation–performed by Greeks (Aristeas, Hermotimus, 
Pythagoras) or northerners visiting Greece (Abaris)” (West 1983, 259, n. 1). 
During the 6th c. BC, “another stream enters this picture from east”. It results in an 
semi-abstract cosmogony which includes the initial Ocean, Chronos as a creating 
god, the cosmic egg, the doctrine for the transformations, and “shaman” parables 
about the soul’s sojourn after death. These parables begin to “be written on 
Orpheus’ behalf” (West 1983, 260).  
 

If shamanistic theory and ritual is replaced by Orphic doctrine and faith-
ritualism in the zone of the Hyperborean diagonal, as is my terminology, the 
above-said will approach conclusions formulated in my previous studies. The early 
hellenization of Thracia Pontica, in which I include Olbia, as well as in South and 
Southeastern Thrace with centre Pangaion mountain, the literary Orphic cult-
ritualism related to Miletus, Didyma (for the Ionian language of the Derveni 
papyrus s. West 1983, 76-80), Athens, Delphi, Thessaly, Macedonia, Crete, Sicily 
(s. TД 3, 48-49, 53 sq., 86 sq, 227, 273, 328-331) begins to gain ground. During 
the 4th c. BC, the spreading of the Orphic faith-ritualism in this space increases, and 
it establishes the beginning of its profanation. This is when the issues of Orphica 
Magica originate.  
 

The ambassadors of the Light in the oral culture officiate magically. They 
are carriers of cosmogonical, mythological and religious models, who teach their 
students in order to achieve individual knowledge. The individual knowledge is an 
experience in Beyond, in other words, an assimilation of the teaching of 
immortality. Of this aristocratic, esoteric, mysterial-initiational level 
myths/parables are not necessary, because the magic of the theurgy, of the creation 
of god is executed. The “creators of gods” use a sacred secret language, as is the 
Samothracian (Thracian in the sense of mysterial), which resounds in the form of 
epodè.  
 

The language is magical in the esoteric circles as well as in the populated 
mysterial-initiational festivity. The magical language is terminological, parablic, 
instructive, ordering, commanding, allegoric and descriptive. In this sense, the 
magical language is more understandable than the theological, the philosophically-
speculative (after Plato), and from the theurgical (after Proclus and Iamblichus). 
For this reason, the magical language is more suitable for initiation in the 
individual knowledge of immortality. When the magical language names, it reveals 
the invisible, i. e., it creates (cf. ХО, 25). 
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The magical language had been noted in the earliest sources for the Orphic 

teaching, preserved in the Attic literature, as are epodái in Eurip. Alc. 967 and 
Cycl. 646 (West 1983, 20, n. 47). From Euripides on, and mainly through Plato, the 
magical faith-ritualism begins to be literary explained, whereas in the Ionian 
literary environment it retains its mysterial character, which I will discuss later in 
the context of the texts from the Orphic goldlamellae, the Derveni papyrus and the 
Olbian inscriptions and graffiti. In Suda, the tradition that Pherekydes had 
introduced the “Orphic logos” long before Euripides, had been preserved. As West 
1983, 20, n. 46 supposes however, it probably concerns Pherekydes from Syros, 
who is older than his Athenian namesake (an analysis of early literary-
philosophical interpretation of oral Orphic faith by Pherekydes from Syros s. Fol 
V. 2002, 849).  
 

The magical component in the Orphic doctrinal language (for the pseudo-
Orphic magical tradition s. Faraone 1999, 11) is noticed by Abel 1885, 286-295, 
where he had noted five hymns, derived from Greek papyri. E. Abel had put under 
No. I and II in his collection, two hymns to Apollo, under No. III - to Hecate, under 
No. IV – to Helios and under No. V – to Selene. These hymns constitute the 
“magical hymns” chapter.  
 

After concluding that the Orpheus’ poetic image was created to help 
establish his responsibility for the officiates, W. K. C. Guthrie assists the theses 
that the initiational orphic ritualism was legalized for the Greeks in a literary way. 
This conclusion is supported also by the written spells, which are actually 
concealed instructions for magical rites. The “Orphically magical” in Guthrie 1935, 
17-19, however remains only a terminological specification linked with prophecies 
and music.  
 

Iv. Linforth is known to be quite sceptical towards the Orphism as a whole, 
but still admits: “As Orpheus during his life-time exercised magical powers by his 
song, so charms which bore his name had magical power after his death. They must 
have formed a considerable part of Orphic literature” (Linforth 1941, 138). 
 

M. L. West notices in a sufficient measure the meaning of the papyri: 
“Simulation of the cosmic music on the cithara and by vocalization (we think of the 
intoning of the seven vowels in magic rituals attested by the papyri; cf. Orph. fr. 
308) enabled the soul to escape the bonds of common death and return to the divine 
sphere from which it came” (West 1983, 31-32).  
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PROPHET OF THE LOGOS  
 

One of the most famous records for the Thracians is Her. 5.7.1 
Legrand/Feix. It says: … QeoÝj d‹ s◊bontai moÚnouj toÚsde, ”Area kaπ DiÒnuson 
kaπ ”Artemin· o≤ d‹ basil◊ej aÙtîn, p£rex tîn ¥llwn poliht◊wn, s◊bontai 
`Erm◊hn m£lista qeîn kaπ ÑmnÚousi moànon toàton kaπ l◊gousi gegon◊nai ¢pÕ 
`Erm◊w ◊wutoÚj.  

 
In an invocation in Ancient Greek, which can contain simultaneously and 

separately a declaration, an oath, a promise, a prayer sometimes doubled with a 
curse/spell, the gods’ names are always in acc. case (Rudhardt 19922, 202-204), as 
Ômnumi and ÐrkÒw/Ðrk∂zw require (cf. for Ômnumi Her. 1.23, 1.153 Legrand/Feix 
and Ômnumi ZÁna in Eurip. Rhes. 816 Murray). This requirement premises the 
formula the sacred god’s name (the named divine essence) to be spelled, for that it 
executes this for which it had been imperatively summoned. This charm formula is 
typical for PGM and for magical texts on other materials except papyri. An 
invocation in Ancient Greek is not the same as Ancient Greek invocation. As Graf 
19992, 5 had noticed, the Ancient Greek language of the magical papyri from Egypt 
does not replicate the Ancient Greek thought. It is primarily a language of the 
papyri in a multilingual society, a language which reveals freely Egyptian and 
other magica.  
 

The Thracian royal oath is not “in Hermes”. It puts Hermes in motion, 
because the Orphic kings, the païdes – the “offsprings-servants of Apollo”, swear 
Hermes, the prophet of the mysterially spoken logos. The Hermes-logos will 
execute the creation of the energy (for the Thracian Orphic logos s. TД 3, 269 and 
sq.; for Hermes in the Orphic tetrad and in the hymns – 292-293). The complete 
Orphic definition of Hermes – lÒgou qnhto√si profÁta, or a prophet of the 
mysterially spoken logos for the mortals, is to be found in Orphei Hymni 28 
Quandt on v. 4 (XO, 28). The definition is supplemented on v. 10 with “the 
language…, which is a horrific weapon …” “… sacredly honored by the people”. 
The century-long literary tradition about Hermes-logos is preserved in Suda s.v. 
`ErmÁn Adler, where the god is called son of Zeus and of Maya, which means - son 
of the mind and of the senses. Hermes is winged in order to be fast. Thus Homer 
(Hom. Il. 1. 201 Allen/Fuchs) calls words winged.  
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I swear the logos is the sacred Orphic formula itself. Its pronunciation is 
doing, i. e., the spoken is equal to becoming (s. OF p. 312-314 with O. Kern’s 
commentary).  
 

As far as I know, the single specific source for a sacred place where the 
Orphic oath is pronounced, and - in addition - a source for the reason for the oath 
being taken, is Firm. Maternus. Mathesis 7. 1-3 Monat:  
1.  Cum incognitis hominibus Orpheus sacrorum caerimonias <ostenderet>, nihil 

aliud ab his quos initiabat in primo vestibulo nisi iu <ri> siurandi necessitatem 
[et] cum terribili auctoritate religionis exegit, ne profanis auribus inventae ac 
compositae religiones proderentur.  Sed et †Platonici meum perpetuum a se 
eum frequenter convenit nec secretarum disputationum veneranda commenta 
imperitis aliquando intimari. Patiuntur enim haec omnia iacturam, cum perditis 
ac desperatis animis ingeruntur. [apud] Pythagoras etiam et noster Porphyrius 
religioso putant animus nostrum silentio consecrari. 

2.  Unde et ego horum virorum legem insecutus convenio te iureiurando, Mauorti 
decus nostrum, per fabricatorem mundi deum, qui omnia necessitas 
perpetuitatis excol <u> it, qui Solem formavit et Lunam, qui omnium siderum 
cursus ordinesque disposuit, qui maris fluctus intra certos terrae terminos 
coartavit, qui ignem ad sempiternam substantiam divinae perpetuitatis 
inflammat, qui terram in medio collocatam aequata moderatione sustentat, qui 
omnes homines, feras, alites et omnia animantium genera divina artificii 
maiestate composuit, qui terram perennibus rigat fontibus, qui ventorum flatus 
cum quadam facit necessitatis moderatione variari, qui ad fabricationem 
omnium quattuor elementorum diversitate composita, ex contrariis et 
repugnatibus cuncta perfecit, et ortum occasumque †terrae motum omnium 
<***> per descensum ascensumque animae, per immortalem aeternae 
perpetuitatis ordinem, 

3.  ne haec veneranda commenta profanis vel imperitis auribus intimentur, sed his 
quos animus incorruptus ad rectum vivendi ordinem casto ac pudico praesidio 
mentis or[di]navit, quorum illibata fides, quorum manus ab omni sunt 
facinorum scelere separatae, integris pudicis sobriis ac modestis, ut puro 
mentis splendore decoratis integra se scientia divinationis insinuet. Accipe 
itaque omnia partili ratione collecta, et quia te iurisiurandi religione 
convenimus, accipe quod tibi cum maxima animi trepidatione misimus. 

 
In Firmicus Maternus’ story, the place of the pronunciation of the Orphic 

oath is specified according to the outer and the most popular characteristic of the 
ritual of silence. The mysterial initiational secrecy is preserved with this ritual. The 
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initial reason of admitting only people initiated in the Orphic mysteries seems to 
ascend towards the prohibition for people foreign to the family to enter the home 
sanctuary. The motive for the secrecy was caricaturized by Clemens Alexandrinus 
and by Arnobius with the interpretation that the oath is an attempt to hide the 
comic and the dirty in the barbaric rituals (Perler 1950, Sp. 671).  
 

The conventional thinking about the preventive character of the oath of 
silence  cannot, however, exhaust the meaning of the Orphic oath. It puts in motion 
the mechanism of the divine intervention. The Samothracian oath puts the Tetrad-
kernel of the Orphic doctrine in motion. This kernel is named Axiokersa, Axieros, 
Axiokersos and Cadmillos/Casmillos/Hermes (s. TД 3, 269-293). According to 
Herodotus, in European Thrace the Tetrad-kernel is identified with Artemis, 
Dionysos, Ares amd Hermes. I swear Hermes means I swear the male, ithyphallic 
beginning in the sacred marriage in order to continue the re-creation of Hermes’ 
offsprings, of the Thracian Orphic kings, in the Mythological time of the constant 
becoming, and in the Cyclical time of the constant returning (for the types of time 
s. Fol 1993).  
 

I swear Hermes is being done in the end of the ritual doctrinal initiation, 
which is why in the “first vestibule” of the mysterial hall, the vow of silence would 
be taken. This pledge mandates the person lands in Eleusis or in Samothrace to 
take the responsibilities of a future mystes. Only when the apparition of the sacred 
marriage is seen with a designation, then the people called in the mysterial hall 
could swear Hermes. They are led by their teacher-initiator to pass from the status 
of ignorance, of the ¢mÚhtoi, to the one of mÚhsij, when they listen, but do not 
hear the logos, because they still don’t understand it. Afterwards, the summoned 
are ushered in œpopte∂a and can hear the logos, understanding it. In the last stage 
where the teacher-initiator leads them, the people find themselves having seen (the 
mysterial hierogamic secret), i. e., they find themselves as e≥dÒtej. So they not only 
understand, they know what they have seen, thus they are sofo∂.  
 

Walking towards the speaking of the logos, which does the ritual (for such 
a completion through speech s. XO, 23-32), the Thracian Orphic king faces a 
mysterial-initiational building from the type of the so called temple next to 
Starosel, Hissarja region (s. the analysis in TД 3, 217-218, 229-231, 281-312). 
Then, the Orphic King ascends the stairs which lead him into the chambers. 
Observed by the initiated before him in the swearing-doing, and lead by his Orphic 
teacher, the king enters the first rectangular chamber where he says the vow of 
silence. After the cleansing procedure he is being introduced in the beehive-like 
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chamber with the 10 pseudo-columns on the plinth of the circle. There he finds out 
the seen and becomes a knowledgeable person, who has the right to swear the 
prophet of the logos. The oath consists the doctrinal death-rebirth of the king, who 
begins to create the new cycle of the Orphic 10-stage Cosmos-Socium. After the 
eudaimonic Orphic ruler dies, he will be carried in the same beehive-like chamber, 
in the center of which he will achieve his anthropodemonization on the 10th stage. 
His grave will be destined in one of the mounds next to the mysterial-initiational 
sanctuary. 
 

The vow of silence and the swearing Hermes form a magical procedure for 
the doctrinal Orphics from the male aristocratic (royal, dynastic) societies, which 
leads them towards a new, another birth, towards palingenesis. The later 
Hermetism, the Orphic components of which are still to be established, supplies a 
lot more written data for this magical-religious operation (Гочев 1999, 11, n. 8 and 
20-21, nn. 62-67).  
 

THE OATH  
 

The hypothesis that the vow of silence is being taken by the person coming 
to be initiated in the Orphic mysteries in the beginning of the ritual procedure while 
the actual Orphic “swearing Hermes” is being done by the person having achieved 
a complete initiational status, brings me back to the data of the Orphic Órkoj in OF.  
 

I begin with the text under OF II 25, considering the reading in Arist. 
Metaph. I 3 983b 27 – 984a Ross Tredennick: e≥sπ d◊ tinej o∫ kaπ toÝj palaioÝj 
kaπ polÝ prÕ tÁj nàn gen◊sewj kaπ prètouj qeologˇsantaj oÛtwj o∏ontai perπ 
tÁj fÚsewj Øpolabe√n: 'WkeanÒn te g¦r kaπ ThqÝn œpo∂hsan tÁj gen◊sewj 
pat◊raj, kaπ tÕn Órkon tîn qeîn Ûdwr, t¾n kaloum◊nhn Øp' aÙtîn StÚga tîn 
poihtîn: timiètaton m‹n g¦r tÕ presbÚtaton, Órkoj d‹ tÕ timiètatÒn œstin. e≥ 
m‹n oân ¢rca∂a tij aÛth kaπ palai¦ tetÚchken oâsa perπ tÁj fÚsewj ¹ dÒxa, 
t£c' ¨n ¥dhlon e∏h. 
 

The Orphic context is contained in the swearing the water, and in the 
statement that the oldest is the most respected, and the most respected thing is the 
oath. Actually, the passage contains a contextual Orphic swearing as a logos (= the 
prophet Hermes), who creates the cosmic existence (cf. HL fr. 22 for a commentary 
from a theogonic viewpoint).  
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OF, p. 312 = Syrian. in Aristot. Metaph. B4 p. 1000a 19 (43, 23) Kroll 
according to Syriani In metaphysica commentaria = Commentaria ad Aristotelem 
Graeca 6. 1. Reimer. Berolini, 1902, 1-195 with Arist. Metaph. III 4, 1000a 
Ross/Tredennick composes his Neo-platonic commentary in the 5th c. AD because 
of Aristotle’s thoughts about the principles-gods (for Syrianus Atheniensis cf. 
Лосев 2000 = 1988, 11-16). The passage from the commentary is the following: … 
crÒnon d‹ kaπ 'OrfeÝj tÕ prîton œk£lei: Ð d‹ Órkon m‹n tÕ prîton æj Ÿrkoj kaπ 

frour¦n tîn ¥llwn, t¾n d‹ ¢p' aÙtoà proúoàsan e≥j t¦j dÚo tîn Ólwn ¢rc¦j 
teleiÒthta t¾n metroàsan aÙtîn t¦j dun£meij kaπ t¦j œpikrate∂aj tele∂wsin 
çnÒmase crÒnou, æj e≥ ⁄lege t¾n ¢pÕ toà crÒnou tele∂wsin.  
 

Chronos, whom Orpheus calls the first, is the initial reason (cf. the same in 
OF II 68; cf. HL fr. 109) The calling of the Chronos and his homonym Cronos as 
initial reason wakes up firstly the anthropomorphic image of the Beginning through 
the Son of the Great Goddess-Mother. Syrianus Atheniensis’ commentary 
supplements OF II 25, as the Chronos-Cronos is being specified with the first oath. 
The first oath is a protection/defense/guard of the other (oaths – my add. A. F.), i. 
e., of the other swearing for putting the creative mechanisms in motion.  
 

OF II 300 = Theon Smyrnaeus De utilitate mathematicae 105, 1 Hiller 
proposes during the 2nd c. AD one reference with three verses and a commentary, 
as follows: ¹ d‹ Ñgdo£j, ¼tij œstπ prîtoj kÚboj, sunt∂qetai ⁄k te mon£doj <kaπ 
Œpt£doj>. ⁄nioi d◊ fasin Ñktë toÝj p£ntwn kratoÝntaj e≈nai qeoÚj, æj kaπ œn 
to√j 'Orfiko√j Órkoij ⁄stin eØre√n: 
     naπ m¾n ¢qan£twn gennˇtoraj a≥‹n œÒntwn  
     Pàr kaπ “Udwr Ga√£n te kaπ OÙranÕn ºd‹ Selˇnhn  
     'H◊liÒn te FanÁ te m◊gan kaπ NÚkta m◊lainan.  
œn d‹ A≥guptiakÍ stˇlV fhsπn EÜandroj eØr∂skesqai graf¾n basil◊wj KrÒnou 
kaπ basil∂sshj `R◊aj. 
 

The Ogdoad is embodied in the eight strongest immortals, which are the 
Fire, the Water, the Earth, Uranos (the Air), Selene (the Moon), Helios, Phanes and 
the Black Night. The Ogdoad, which evolves from the Monad, according to Theon, 
is a paradigmatic example of an Orphic thinking which unfolds the Monad into a 
Tetrad and the Tetrad in an Ogdoad. Thus the first four gods, who are the four 
cosmogonic elements Earth–Air–Water–Fire, are personificated by the Great 
Goddess-Mother in her moony (silvery, sacred mountain-like) identification and by 
the Son-God. In this way the cosmic movement Light–Darkness in both 
hemispheres of the cosmic ellipse is thought of. The Son travels over this ellipse 
divided into two hemispheres – the upper, Apollo’s, and the lower, Dionysus’ one.  
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The development of the Monad is supplemented by <kaπ Œpt£doj>. This is 

the level, which is vital in the oral-Orphic interpretation of the cosmic building. 
The level precedes the Ogdoad (= the birth of the Son’s païs) with the bloody 
darkness of the hierogamy, i. e. with the sacrifice at the 7th degree of the Son of the 
Great Goddess-Mother. The eighth degree is the one where the Son’s païs, born 
from the sacred marriage, takes the image of Orpheus, who sees and names the 
gods. The gods are created in the moment when they, once named, occur in the 
Socium of the king-priest, teacher and prophet. The act of creation happens in the 
Orphic oaths (for the mechanism of development of the Tetrad s. TД 3, 203-293). 
After Orpheus swears the gods, they begin to exist and the Cosmos is put into 
movement through a logos-oath. 
 

Theon from Smyrna supports the idea of the Ogdoad which develops from 
the Monad. This idea ascends to the role of the Eight in the initiation in the 
magical. The idea is contained in the context of the frequently mentioned in PGM 
“Eighth book of Moses” (s. PGM, XIII; PGMB 172 and n. 2; 175, n. 12; 189, n. 
112 for the choice of the number eight in the “Moses’ texts”; cf. Fol 2003). West 
1983, 33-36 examines Jewish Orphica from the 2nd c. BC when Hellenized Jews 
make efforts to enlarge the meaning of the Jewish cultural tradition. Moses 
becomes Musaeus, i. e. – Orpheus’ teacher. During the 1st c. BC in this cultural 
circle people begin to insist that the Greek theology originates from the Bible. The 
figure of Moses between the 1st and 4th c. AD (Gager 1972) is identified with 
magus (Gager 1994 with sources and references), whose magic is a “quintessential 
individual activity” (Gager 1994, 183).  
 

OF, p. 312 adduces an excerpt from Pap. Berol. 1 305-312 Pathey:  
Ðrk∂zw kefalˇn te qeoà Óper œstπn ”Olumpoj: 
Ðrk∂zw sfrak√da (sic) qeoà Óper œstπn Órasij: 
Ðrk∂zw c◊ra dexit◊rhn ¿n kÒsmwi œp◊scej: 
Ðrk∂zw krhtÁra qeoà ploàton kat◊conta: 
Ðrk∂zw qeÕn a≥ènion a≥în£ te p£ntwn: 

310 Ðrk∂zw fÚsin aÙtofuÁ, kr£tiston 'Adwna√[on]: 
 Ðrk∂zw dÚnonta kaπ ¢nt◊llonta 'Elwa√[on]: 
 Ðrk∂zw t¦ ¤gia kaπ qe√a ÑnÒmata taàta, 
Ópwj ¥n p◊myws∂ moi tÕ qe√on pneàma, kaπ tel◊shi § ⁄cw kat¦ fr◊na kaπ kat¦ 
qumÒn. 
 

In OF’s commentary, p. 312-313 O. Kern cites the publisher, who refers to 
the “holder of the cosmos” (v. 307) expressions from hymns (Orphei Hymni 8. 16. 
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Quandt of Helios – d◊spota kÒsmou and 34. 14 Quandt of Apollo – pe∂rata 
kÒsmou), and the famous excerpt from Eurip. Hyppol. 952-955, where Orpheus is 
successfully called “anax” according to the best Thracian-Mycenaean reminiscence 
for the païs of Great Goddess-Mother and of her Son, as well as Eurip. Hyppol. 
1308 for the role of the benevolent oath.  
 

PGM II Hymn 23, p. 262 (An die Allgötter 1) not only adduces v. 305-312, 
but also v. 298-312 and 342-344, and forms the first hymn, of All gods, in the 
collection (for them s. mainly Jacoby 1930). The hymn compiled by K. 
Preisendanz says:  

D◊cpota, ParnaccÕn l∂p' Ôroc kaπ Delf∂da Puqë 
Œmet◊rwn ≤erîn ctom£twn ¥fqegkta laloÚntwn, 
¥ggele prîte qeoà, ZhnÕc meg£loio, 'I£w,   300 
kaπ c‹ tÕn oÙr£nion kÒcmon kat◊conta, Mica¾l, 
kaπ c‹ kalî, Gabriˇl, prwt£ggele, deàr' ¢p' 'OlÚmpou, 
¢ntol∂Vc 'Abrac¦x kecarhm◊noc, ∑laoc ⁄lqoic, 
Öc dÚcin ¢ntol∂hqen ◊pickopi£zV, 'Adwna∂. 
p£ca fÚcic trom◊ei ce, p£ter kÒcmoio, Pakerbˇq. 
Ðrk∂zw kefalˇn te qeoà, Óper œctπn ”Olumpoc,   305 
Ðrk∂zw cfrag√da qeoà, Óper œctπn Óracic, 
Ðrk∂zw c◊ra dexiterˇn, ¿n kÒcmJ œp∂cceic, 
Ðrk∂zw krhtÁra qeoà ploàton kat◊conta, 
Ðrk∂zw qeÕn A≥ènwn A≥îna te p£ntwn, 

 Ðrk∂zw FÚcin aÙtofuÁ <te> kr£ticton 'Adwna∂,   310 
 Ðrk∂zw dÚnonta kaπ ¢nt◊llont' 'Elwa√on, 
 Ðrk∂zw <te> tÕ pàr tÕ fan‹n prètwc œn ¢bÚccJ,  343 
 Ðrk∂zw t¾n c¾n dÚnamin t¾n p©ci meg∂cthn, 

 Ðrk∂zw fqe∂ronta qeÕn m◊cri ”Aúdoc e∏cw.   345 
 

O. Kern has not added the three last verses from PGM II, p. 262, but their 
Orphic character is not doubtful.  
 
 

A FORMULA FOR KATABASIS  
 

The magic force of the speech is noticed by Tambiah 1968 and 1985, 17-
59 (cf. also Graf 19992, 16, 205-233; Frankfurter 1994; Versnel 2002) concluding 
that most verbs describe “an external act of utterance”, but there are “performative 
verbs for which the act of utterance constitutes the very carrying out of the 
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utterance: in saying “I swear, I am performing the oath”. However, such a direct 
influence is not exercised only by the “performative verbs”, but also by theonyms, 
which obtain a meaning in the logos and function in the sacred action. This 
conjecture for the Hellenic religiousness is made by I. Malkin, according to whom 
Zeus, Poseidon and Hera are not Greek gods, as Heracles is not a Greek hero. This 
seems not to give birth to any misunderstandings, as for the Greek “religion was a 
langue, the names of the gods formed its paroles (Malkin 2002, 130). The 
theonyms – terms and functions – and the verbs, which “do”, give Hermes’ logos 
mind, senses and speed by revealing the preserved tradition in Suda (s. the chapter 
“Prophet of the logos”).  
 

The logos transforms naming into a being. Taking into consideration that 
the naming-being is equal to a magic procedure (s. TД 3, 104-137), the general 
meaning of the Orphic mage∂a is an accomplished doctrinal-ritual contact with the 
god, thought through sacred naming (for the “barbarian names” with magical force 
s. TД 3, 322-355). 
 

`O lÒgoj Ð 'OrfaúkÕc can be understood fairly well from PGM XIII, which 
represents a sacred book from 1077 lines in XXV columns under the title QEOC ‚ 
QEOI: ‚ B∂bloc ≤er¦ œpikaloum◊nh Mon¦c ½ 'OgdÒh Moûc◊wc, or “God | Gods: | 
Sacred book, called The One and Only of Itself (cf. the translation “Unique” of 
Morton Smith in PGMB, 172), or “Eighth (book) of Moses” (s. PGMB 172, n. 2 
for MÒnaj, or for the Pythagorean, later – the Platonic Monad, also PGMB 175, n. 
12 and 189-190, n. 112 for the choice of the number 8 in “Moses’” texts from the 
magical papyri). The recording of PGM XIII is dated in the 4th c. AD, but after 
Constantine the Great’s time (PGM II. 86 and PGMB 172, n. 2).  
 

This papyrus contains Orphico-magical formulas. Some of them are 
ascribed to the “Orpheus the theologian” (PGM XIII. 934-936), i. e. to the 
“discoverer of the god, describer of the god, creator of the god”, to the Orpheus in 
the Neo-platonic sense of the word, and to Erotylos. In Suppl. Mag. II 96 A 24 
(papyrus from 5th-6th c. AD, unknown place of discovery), the word hrutuloc has 
the possible reconstruction 'Erètuloj/'ErÒtuloj (s. Suppl. Mag. II 96 A, p. 243 
with commentary of other interpretations, especially of PGMB, 318 with n. 9 for 
“sweetheart”, “darling”, suitable for the beginning of love-charm). Except in OF I 
235 = PGM XIII. 946-953, this writer is probably being mentioned by Zosimus (s. 
Suppl. Mag. II 96 A, p. 243 with references; PGMB, 334 – with the possibilities of 
identification).  
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The Orphico-magical formulas force the divine power to commit the 
sacred action demanded by the organizer of the magical ritual. The formula, hidden 
in the groups of letters of œf◊sia gr£mmata = Ð lÒgoj Ð 'OrfaúkÕc (for the magical 
formulas ascribed to Orpheus in PGM with parallels of the Orphic hymns s. also 
Morand 2001, 86-90), say according to PGM LXX. 12-13: 'Ackei katackei erwn 

orewn iwr mega semnuhr • bauú g', fobant∂a, semnˇ: The abbreviated version is 
registered in PGM VII. 451, where 'Ackei kaπ (?) tackei stays (s. PGMB, 130 with 
n. 62, who considers the origin and the meaning of the formula as “mystery”).  
 

PGM LXX represents a “swearing Hecate-Ereshigal” against fear of 
punishment, and contains liturgical traces from the honoring of the Idaean 
Dactyles. The papyrus is examined in detail by Betz 1980 (cf. also PGMB, 297-
298), who notices in it an Orphic katabasis ritual. The decoding of the formula can 
begin with PGM LXX. 13-15, where the text says: tet◊[l]ecmai kaπ e≥c m◊garon 
kat◊[bh]n DaktÚlwn ‚ kaπ [t]¦ ¥lla e≈don k£tw, parq◊noc, kÚwn, ‚ kaπ t¦ loip¦ 
p£nta. These words concern the person initiated, who will tell the remaining 
“down”, i. e., he will finish naming Ereshigal dr£‚kaina, ct◊mma, kle√c, 
khrÚkeion, [t]Ác tarta‚roÚcou crÚceon tÕ c£ndalon (PGM LXX. 10-11). In PGM 
LXX. 20 Brimò appears. Brimò is equalized with Hecate and Ereshigal.  
 

The person initiated turns towards himself with the spell formula (in PGM 
LXX, 12-13), which can be decoded as follows: “Honor (s. ¢sk◊w in Pind. Pyth. 
3. 109 and Ol. 8. 22 Maehler-Snell which means honoring a god) and honor down 
there (in the mysterial crypt) the eros (s. ⁄rwn = acc. ⁄rwta of the mountains Ñr◊wn, 
of the womb of the Great Goddess-Mother Earth) iwr (?) the great sacral 
charismatic (½r = Ãra = c£rij; cf. Ps. Orphei Lith. 763, Abel: Ãra kom∂zeij; cf. 
ºri in OF II 2381 with the different readings eri/itera in OF, p. 251), bark three 
times (to name the divine female dog Ereshigal – cf. OF II 224 b5 = Procl. in Plat. 
Rempubl. II 338, 10 Kroll, where it reads aâ kÚneÒn t◊ d◊maj fwn¾ te bare∂a, 
causing fear (for fobant∂a cf. OF II 58, v. 4 for fobero√o dr£kontoj; foib£ntra s. 
in PGM II. 202, which would be made by Fo√boj and would means a divination 
function), sacred (da∂mona semnÕn in OF II 85, v. 1) or, in another version – 
“honor and honor in the crypt the conception of the mountains of Ereshigal who is 
sacral charismatic, causing fear, sacred”. The ritual plans swearing the Great 
Goddess-Mother in the crypt (in the mountain womb), where the conception (of the 
Son) takes place in the presence of the male origin (the Eros). The text corresponds 
to an invocation in an Orphic hymn.  
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After the pronunciation of the formula, the magic scenario includes the 
“descending down there”, where the initiated person is mandated to tell everything 
about Ereshigal-Hecate-Brimò, i. e., to list the transformations of the Goddess.  
 

The combination of Hecate with Brimò produces an impressive oral-
Orphic chthonic personification (s. Betz 1980, 294 with n. 41 about the Thessalian 
Hecate-Brimò). Hecate, who is associated with the so called initial goddess-
mothers in Thrace – “perhaps called Kotys, Semele, Bendis and/or Brimo and 
identificated with Leto” (von Rudloff 1999, 47), – is connected also with the solar 
alternative of the Son, with Apollo Didymus and with Delphic Apollo. In PGM 
Brimò, the great chthonic goddess, is mentioned multiple times (s. TД 3, 185 about 
Brimò as one of the symbols in the text of the Orphic goldlamella from Pherae, 
Thessally; cf. PGMB, 333 with references about Brimò as an epithet of Artemis 
from the Thessalian Pherae and for the six-fold mention of the goddess in PGM). 
“The angry, muttering, awful” Brimò occurs among “sacred names” in a moon 
spell (PGM IV. 2291 – PHORBA BRIMŌ) and in a love spell (PGM IV. 2965 – 
PHORBA BRIMŌ). She is known also from the Orphic katabasis formula in PGM 
LXX. 20 – PHORBA PHORBA BRIMŌ AZZIEBYA.  
 
 

DEMONIZATION  
 

 The demons are a dynamic and multifaceted personification of the change 
of the cosmogonic, theogonic and doctrinal-ritual perspective. For the acceptable 
understanding of the Orphic, i. e., of the Indo-Iranian Thracian demonization (TД 
3, 203-268), I would like to dare attach a relatively long excerpts from a mid-
Persian text (9th c.) with a commentary ( Bishop 1987, 95-100).  
 

The title of the work is “Shkand-Gumanig Wizar” or “The Doubt-
Dispelling Interpretation” (according to Zachner 1956, 64-65). This mid-Persian 
text insists that “It is obvious that things that are (dissimilar in substance) cannot 
exist in one place. If all things were one, this one would be nameless, for it is only 
through the possession of a name that one thing can be distinguished from another. 
That evil is principally distinct from good can be inferred from the fact that neither 
is the cause of the other. That each exists in and by its own essence is proved by 
the eternal antagonism and opposition between the two … There never has been 
nor will there be anything which is neither good nor evil nor a mixture of the two. 
Thus it is abundantly clear that there are two first principles, not more, and that 
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good cannot arise from evil nor evil from good… If God is perfect in goodness and 
knowledge, plainly ignorance and evil cannot proceed from Him; or if it can, then 
he is not perfect; and if he is not perfect, then he should not be worshipped as God 
or as perfectly good.” 

 
The text is written at least 1900 years after Zoroaster and contains elements 

of oral, doctrinal-ritual Orphism.  
 

Such components can be noticed in Yasna 30 from the “Gathas” (Bishop 1987, 
95-96):  
1. ... 
2. Listen with your ears to the best things; Examine with a lucid mind one two 
choices for decision which every man must make for himself being ready to 
declare yourselves to Him before the final Test. 
3. There were two primeval spirits twins renowned to be in conflict; one good, the 
other evil in thought, word and deed. Between them the wise choose rightly; not so 
the ignorant. 
4. When those two spirits came together at the beginning, they created Life and 
Non-life, so that at the end the worst existence will be for the Lie-followers; and 
the Best Mind will be for the righteous. 
5. ... 
6. Between the two, the daēvas did not choose correctly, for deception came upon 
them while they were deliberating. For they chose the worst intention, then they 
rushed together in fury with which they afflict this mortal existence. 
 

The commentary (Bishop 1987, 97) supports that when daēvas were 
deceived, chose to afflict the word with fury, i. e., with a demon who is called “he 
of the bloody club” and has two potent times – the time of first things (paourvim) 
and the end time (apemen). Did Ahura Mazda and the “transforming of the (Vedic 
– my add. A. F.) daēvas into demons (-monsters) didn’t happen before Zoroaster? 
Boyce’s 1975, 192 affirmative answer, who established Ahuric triad from Ashura 
Medha, Mithras and Varuna-Apam Napat, permits us to think about the pre-literary 
Indo-Iranian concept for the divinely protected demons-mediators between the 
mortals and the immortals, i. e. about daēvas – the free Orphic energy 
identifications. They  remain with these qualities in the oral faith-ritualism, while 
in an Indo-Iranian environment they obtain the signs of Evil, despite the luminous 
Mithraic religiousness. The Indo-Iranian environment begins to canonize itself 
before the 6th c. BC, and the signs of Evil are necessary in the Zoroastrian doctrine. 
This transition ends in Yasna 32, who treats the demons with “bad intention, lies 
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and perversity” – “the daēva-lovers … disappear from the Lord Wisdom and from 
truth … In this way you have led men astray from the good life and immortality 
(Bishop 1987, 98-99).  
 

This type of daēvas is an Iranian category, which establishes the 
transforming of daēva from a god into a demon (an evil character, a monster). 
Whereas in Zoroaster’s poetry, the daēvas’s “worsening” may be considered more 
as an “element of spiritualization”, by the magi such a softening of the sharp 
contrast is lacking. They are overly busy with “physical purity and the extirpation 
of the agents of corruptions”, which gives their teaching a training character. This 
outer side of the teaching deprives the spiritual side.  
 

The gods and the demons (the evil forces) do not, however, oppose each 
other as bearers of Good and Evil. Bishop 1987, 100 concludes that monotheism 
does not refute the term “dualism”. “The God and the Devil” are not two equal 
principles, as the honoring of the Devil is the biggest sin. The two principles 
always exist, but the gods’ choice to become demons evokes an existence which 
has to be thought over through the demons themselves when they become 
powerless at the final victory of the Master-Wisdom.  
 

The refined speculative interpretation, which “frees from doubt”, as is 
suggested in the title of the work, is not an obligatory measure for the doctrinal-
ritual oral Orphism, because its gods (which are becoming demons-mediators, and 
the demons-mediators becoming gods) are not  universal pantocrators. They are 
sought and achieved only by initiated people. Those people are unreachable by the 
spiritual evil, because in the oral faith the value’s obstacle does not consist of 
defending the Good against an implicated enemy-destroyer. The Orphic value’s 
obstacle surmounts the perishable because of rendering to the imperishable.  
 

The surrendering to the imperishable – the overcoming of the Orphic 
value’s obstacle – is adequately defined with mue√n, thankfully to Greg. Nazian. 
Contra Julianem imperatorem 1(= 4) MPG (= Bernardi 1983). The rhetorical 
question towards emperor Julian the Apostate, aÙtÕ d‹ pÒqev soi tÕ mue√sqai kaπ 
tÕ mue√n kaπ tÕ qrhskeÚein? oÙ par¦ Qrakîn? or “How come you are to be 
initiated in the mysteries and to be able to initiate and to treskeuein”. The answer is 
written down – “isn’t it from the Thracians?” (TД 3, 256). Lamagna 1999, 230-231 
with n. 3-7, 232, 239, 241, for whom the Orphic mysteries and the Dionysus’ 
orgies are two sides of the Thracian religiousness, adduces other sources to support 
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the data. The most important ones are Greg. Nazian. Carm. Mor. I 2, 34, 149-152 
MPG and Greg. Nazian. Orat. 39, 5 MPG.  
 

The individual mysterial initiation distinguishes itself with no doubt from 
the Dionysus’ mysteries, but it connects with them in a single Orphic faith. TÕ 
mue‹n kaˆ tÕ qrhskeÚein by Gregorius Nazianzenus determines the double 
quality of the Orphic faith-teaching. Both co-being of this faith-teaching are 
possible because of the ‘demons’ race”, to use the expression of Plut. Mor. 415A 
Ziegler (TД 3, 255-258). For Plutarchus it doesn’t matter whether this is because of 
the Magi, because of Zoroaster or because of the Thracian Orpheus, the Egyptians 
or the Phrygians (cf. Campbell L. A. 1968, 4G12, N. 12). The eudemonic, 
“happydemon-like”, magical Thracian Orphic faith-hope, which is not ethnic, but a 
spiritual-behavior achievement of ethnos societies, obtains, this outlook providing, 
the function of one of the shaping kernels in the oral culture of the Eastern 
Mediterranean.  
 

This characteristics was anticipated to a high degree by Grégoire 1948 (cf. 
TД 3, 256-257. “Que serait, en effet, la religion grecque sans les apports de la 
Thrace?” – says H. Grégoire’s main statement. For him, the Thracians are 
“religious creatures” like the Thessalians. The Thessalians’ name originates from 
*tasqaloj meaning “pious”. Thessaly’s reputation as a place of witchcraft and 
wizardry is known as early as from Aristophanes’ “The Clouds”. The same 
statement is supported by Plutarchus, Plautus, Horace, Apuleius, Claudianus, and 
other authors. “The Masters of religion and magic”, the Thracians and the 
Thessalians are the most manifested of the oral Thracian Orphism with its 
Apollonian and Dionysian levels. Those levels originate in Thessaly, Boeotia and 
Phocis , as I tried to show in TO.  
 

The ecstatic initiation is mue√n, and the enthusiasmic divine obsession  is 
qrhskeÚein.  
 

THE NINE LANGUAGES OF NAMING 
 

There are nine languages used in the magical ritual communication. This 
communication is done and takes place only if the nine of them are thought in 
Cyclical and Doctrinal time, in the spaces of co-experiencing and of the relying on 
the spiritual energy. Each one of the nine languages contains an open and a hidden 
way of expression. The open way is the one of the herald, of the teacher/magus, the 
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hidden one – of the God. The nine languages do not describe. They exemplify the 
image, the name, the number, the tone, the material, the form, the color, the 
movement and the function according to the model of Herodotus’ and the 
Samothracian’s Orphic Tetrad (TД 3, 269-293).  
 

The image of the Great Goddess-mother with the name Artemis / 
Aksiokersa / Queen / Ruler is put into the numbers-essences from 1 until 4. These 
numbers signify the repose, the self-conception, the carrying of the Son and his 
birth. They sound at the tones re-mi-fa-sol. The material of this image is the Earth-
Mountain with silver ore, the color is black, its orgiastic movement is rhythmisized 
by the tympan, and its function is cosmogonic.  
 

The image of the Son-Paredros called Dionysus / Aksieros, which 
associates its duality with Apollo / Helios, is contained in the numbers 5, 6 and 7. 
They signify the going up to the zenith, the circling/putting into movement of the 
two hemispheres of the Cosmos and the hierogamy. The three levels/degrees sound 
on sol-la-si (in the simplified musical space without semitones) and are associated 
with the fiery-solar material, with the gold, and with the form of the cosmic axis. 
The color naming of the Son-Paredros is the red coloration of the hierogamic death 
and the white coloration of his new birth. The movement of the god is led by 
wooden instruments in the chthonic metamorphose and from string instruments in 
the solar one. His function is to die in a sacred marriage with the Great Goddess-
Mother, to inseminate the cave-womb with his blood and to be born again for the 
next cosmic cycle.  
 

The image of païs of the Son-Paredros is the god/anthropodemon with 
names Ares / Axiokersos / Orpheus / Rhesus / Zalmoxis. He was born from the 
hierogamy (the Heptad), and enters his high rank and immortalizes himself 
doctrinally in the number sequence Ogdoad, Enead and Decade. It can be assumed 
that the numbers-essences sound (in a simplified musical space) as do, re and mi. 
The named image of the energy’s immortality of the believer inhabits a cave-womb 
(a crypt) where his anthropodemon-like form is marked with the colors of the noble 
ore metals. His movement is aimed by the tempo of the cymbals, from the resound 
of the weapons and from the jingling decoration of the horse and the rider. The 
movement is thought in the social, and in the ritual-doctrinal reality as an execution 
of the function of païs. This function requires a self-sacrifice in order to achieve the 
death-new birth Beyond, and to establish the beginning of the new social cycle.  
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The image of the all-creating sacred logos has the name of Hermes and the 
number correspondence in the Monad, developed to the Decade of the completed 
building of the Cosmos. Hermes resounds in all tones of the lyre created by him 
(four- or seven-strung). The material of the prophet of the logos are the words born 
by the mind and by the feelings, the words with wings. The prophet’s form is the 
cypress-like, rhombic form, his colors – white and green – are the colors of life 
after death. The movement of the secret logos is spiritualized from the four- or 
seven-string lyre, and is equal to the execution of Hermes’ function – the 
ithyphallic principle is an intercourse between the worlds and guarantees the 
connection between the Upper and the Lower Earth during the Middle one – this of 
our obstacles.  
 

Relicts from the doctrinal-ritual Orphic magica have been preserved also in 
Suppl. Mag. 1 49, which represents an 83-line papyrus with an erotic charm from 
Oxyrhynchus, dated in the 2nd-3rd c. AD. One part from the excerpts, which 
interests me (lines 65-73 – cf. Suppl. Mag. I, p. 203), says:  
64 … “acki kat¦ cki[erîn] 
65 Ñr◊wn melanaugˇa cîron <PercefÒnhc> œk kˇ ≥p≥o≥u [¥gei proc ¢-] 
66 mulgon ¢n£gkhc t¾n tetrab£mona p≥[a√c ¡g∂hn Dˇ-] 
67 mhtroc{c} Ñp[h]d ≥èn, fix ¢ma ≥ka≥ntorˇac [nacmoà qa-] 
68 le≥r≥o√o g[£]l≥a≥ktoc, qecomenon <   > lamp£doc ≥nwd∂[v] 
69 `E≥k≥£th ≥ freik≥èidi fwnÍ barbareon kr£zouca qe¦ 
70 [2-3]n ¹gemoneÚeic. nÚx, ⁄rebon ckÒtion, œèn, 
71 f£oc, ”Artemic ¡gnˇ, exetwnepe tetrab£mwn dork[ ] 
72 pacae≥a kaictù ¢gallom◊nh 'Afrod∂th, Percefon∂h, forbh 
73 iwcaric oiwaiaiw prÒckoph iwdamacea.” fÚlaxon ¥lu- 
74 ton tÕn kat£{ta}dezmon toàton e≥c a≥îna: bwrfw[r 1-2?] 
75 forba for forba fwrbwr forba forba b[or-] 
76 [f]orba forba fabeh fwrfwr fwrfwr: ¥x[on,] 
 

The English translation is according to Suppl. Mag. 1 49.  
“Aski (= “go”) under the shadowy mountains at the milking from the garden (of 
Persephone) the child leads of necessity in the dark-gleaming land the holy four-
footed servant of Demeter, the goat with her ceaseless flow of rich milk, 
demanding (?) … torches for (?) Hecate of the cross-roads (and?) with a terrible 
voice the shouting goddess leads the stranger (?) to the god. Night, obscure Erebos, 
eternity, light, pure Artemis … four-footed deer (?) Aphrodite delighting in her 
girdle, Persephoneia, phorbê shooter of arrows oiôaiaiô provident iôdamasea”. 
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Keep this binding charm indissoluble forever: bôprphôr phorba phor phorba 
phôrbôr phorba phorba bor phorba phorba phabeê phôrphôr phôrphôr. Drive …”. 
 

Apollo-the Wolf appears in Suppl. Mag. I 34, in a papyrus with three 
sections, 9, 8 and 7 lines each. It is dated to the 6th c. The place of discovery is 
unknown.  

 
        A + B + +   C 
1 'I(hcoà)c C(rictÕ)c Hricqonih lÚkoc leu- 
   qera- ricqonih kÒc, lÚkoc leu- 
   peÚei icqonih kÒc, lÚkoc leu- 

4 tÕ ˛√goc cqonih kÕc qerapeu- 
  ka≥ tÕn qonih c£tw tÕ ˛igo- 
  puretÕn nih pÚreton 'IwcÁf. 

7 ka≥ p©can ih tacÚouci <++ 

8 nÒcon toà  h  

9 cèmatoc 'IwcÁf toà 
foroàn- 

  

 
In the commentary in Suppl. Mag. I, p. 101 the white wolf is associated 

with Horus and with Apollo, both of whom become syncretised (cf. the same in 
Mayer – Smith 1994, 37 with one line more in the second column, because of the 
spelling of onih). Apollo and the Wolf are honored as a Sun in Lycopolis during 
Late Antiquity. Jesus Christ, equalized with Apollo-the Wolf, with the white 
hyperborean Apollo, is the healer of Joseph, who is initiated in the Faith and heals 
each sickness of his body. Such a healer-initiator is also Apollo. 
 

The summoning of Apollo-the Wolf is an episode from the big magical 
mysterial drama with the main character being the uranic-solar image of the Son. A 
scene of this drama is acted out in Suppl. Mag. II 87 (= PGMB, CV), a papyrus 
with an unknown place of discovery, dated to the 3rd-4th c.AD. The upper part of 
the column contains a hymn of a great god (Sarapis ?). The preserved lines say:  
1   Ðp[  ] Ólwn ¢nafaneπc k[ 
    a≥è[n]i[o]n fÚcin, Ð ¢k£mat[oc] o [ 

≥    Ð tÁc mechmbr∂ac d    n me[ 
4   fÚl[a]x, œpikaloàmaπ ce, kÚrie pa≥[ 
    ¥gnwcte, Ön kaqar´ yucÍ œgë o≥[ 
    noc ce ¢giact∂: e∑leèc moi gen[oà] 
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    Z[e]à Iaw Z¾n “Hlie iouc[ 
8   canbalcanbal qanwama[ 
    cwc ∑na e≥p[ . . ] . [ . . ] qeîn [ 
    Awt Abawt: bacum[ca]k Cabawq Iaw? 
    Iabwk: ≥c£koucÒn mou, toà d≥(e√na)[ 
12 wrou wrou wrou: ae iaia [ 
    [   ] couw iuaoh iawa [[ei]] [ 
    qeÒc, Ð prop£twr qeÒc, Ð [ 
    t¾n o≥koum◊n[hn.] . [ . . . ] . [ 
 

In the hymn the god is named this one, who occurs before all other things, 
according to his eternal nature …, who is in his zenith … guardian. He is sworn as 
an omnipotent master, an unknown, with a clean soul, towards whom one sends the 
prayer for benevolence. The forms of address Zeus, Iao, Helios, Sabaoth, Jacob 
occur, as well as the naming primary god-father, who illuminates the entire 
inhabited world.  
 

The language of the substance of the Great Goddess-Mother and of her 
Son-Paredros is contained in tetrax, in the Tetrad from Ephesia grammata. This 
language is hinted in aski kataskei from the beginning of the spell password, 
which in Suppl. Mag. I 49, v. 6 is read aski kat¦ cki[erîn]. The order for 
descending (to perform a katabasis) directs to the shadowy mountain, i. e., to the 
darkness of the cave-womb, where all realities of the Orphic gods-paredroi will 
begin to live their mysterial life and where the horrid phorba will be heard. It is the 
appeal of the images-names of the Great Goddess-Mother.  
 

Aski leads the believer towards the hidden Orphic knowledge – the 
katabasis is anabasis, the descend is a raising. The pronunciation of voces magicae 
brings up the question whether they are senseless sounds, relicts from unknown 
foreign languages or languages, corrupted by “perfectly normal languages” 
(Vernsel 2002, 141). In the theurgy voces magicae serve for “the god to be shown” 
(Vernsel 2002, 116 with n. 34). The synchronizing of the consonances is probably 
a hidden naming of cosmic forces in the same way in which the seven planets or 
the seven archangels would be announced with the seven vowels of the ancient 
Greek language (Versnel 2002, 115 with n. 30; for the ritual of the heptagram cf. e 
PGM XIII. 824-840 = PGMB, 191), the spreading of which was defined in PGM 
V. 24-30 = PGMB, 101-102.  
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THE KING-AIÒN  
 

The magical Orphic faith is not carried by Hellenic mytho-legendary 
figures, because the high literariness, as well as the initiationary formula of the 
border with orality, cannot ascribe “low” or “foreign” qualities. The Greek polis 
society does not have the need to “make” some Greek a sorcerer, charmer, wizard, 
magician, conjurer, witch, but the Hellenic hero of the myth has the right to receive 
magical help. For this reason Aphrodite gives to Jason ≥Ýgx (a “raging” bird tied to 
a wheel) and teaches him love-epodài (Pind. Pyth. 4. 213-218 Maehler with text, 
translation and commentary in TД 3, 129). This excerpt is commented by Faraone 
1993 and 1999, 6-9, 24-28, 56-69, 135-138, 151-161, who adds to ≥Ýgx the wheel, 
the whip and other tools for torture and erotic magic (cf. Graf 19992: 92-93 with n. 
18 and 179-180 with n. 11 for magical instruments, depicted on Athenian vase-
painting from the 5th c. BC and produced as golden earrings from the 4th c. BC).  
 

The forcing and even the subjugating of the divine, achieved with epodài is 
an Orphic trust. Graf 19992, 91 and n. 11 stands very close to this conclusion, but it 
seems he is convinced that he won’t risk if he does it? Fr. Graf does not define the 
“magical” Orphism as an oral one, despite sources for Zalmoxis which he 
processes (s. TД 3, 131-135). According to the “ritual of magicians”, Zalmoxis hid 
in a basement chamber for magic, where he taught with epodài. He wanted to prove 
to his “fellow Scythians citizens” (sic ?) “that there existed a life after death”. The 
prove repeated Pythagoras’ prove. Pythagoras hides for a certain amount of time in 
a small basement room and returned from there as if returning from death. He, 
however, was well informed what happened in the meantime on earth from the 
Mother – “a figure curiously parallel to Isis”. In the doctrinal Orphic metaphor the 
Teacher is led in the secrecy of immortality from the Great Goddess-Mother 
herself. This deed is presented on a Thracian royal golden and silvery Orphic 
objects, but the image is named as early as the Minoan period on the island of 
Crete, where it had been documented multiple times. The name Isis is a doubtless 
supreme female god-paredros. Also for the initiated Orphics, for whom the finding 
out of the name is one of the main mysterial rituals (with an Egyptian origin). The 
finding out of the name is tèchne of the participant in the mysterial drama, who 
uses ÑnÒmata barbarik£, unvoiced in ancient Greek. The ÑnÒmata barbarik¦ are 
divine naming of a foreign, secret (Thracian?) language. The transition to this 
initiation is thought-of in a crypt, cave, mysterial hall, “Zalmoxis’ home”, which 
are doors leading to Beyond.  
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The force putting the Cosmos into movement is the god Son-Fire-King. 
This character cannot be thought-of and even less situated in the polis, during 
either period after the 8th c. BC and later. He occurs in the atmosphere of 
religiousness, of eÙs◊beia, which is typical for well-organized and centralized 
ethnos. In ethnos functions the king-priest-teacher, who is emblematic for the 
ethnos society from the time of its spiritual flourish during the 5th and until the end 
of the 4th c. BC in South-Eastern Europe, mainly in Macedonia and Thrace.  
 

When the King is summoned, he is thought-of as a powerful demon, as a 
supremacy, as a A≥èn. The King is god of the gods and forever A„ën (cf. the 
translations in Graf 19992, 81 and n. 43 and PGMB, 7 = PGM 1, 164-166). Aiòn, in 
the early Greek meaning, is “a living force, (the entire) life”. Added to Cosmos, the 
word begins to mean “the unending” (Cosmos), i. e., eternity. This is the meaning 
of A≥ën in Plat. Tim. 37d Burnet and Arist. De caelo 279a 23-8 Moreaux, thanks 
to whom the mysterial-initiational character of the naming itself was completely 
clarified (s. Syll.3 1125 inscription from Eleusis 1st c. BC – 1 c. AD under a statue 
of Aiòn. The statue glorifies Rome and the continuation of the mysteries; for the 
god with lion head of Mithraism from the Aiòn type LIMC I, 399-411 M. le Glay; 
Beck 1984; Festugière 4 (1954), 152-199). It seems that Aiòn becomes a main 
idea/image of the magical faith, when it occurs as a theonym on goldlamella in 
Egypt (PGMB, 61) and gradually covers the unnamed imagery of Helios with 
Horus–Heros–Heron as well as the combined Helioros.  
 

In PGM I. 164-166 (= PGMB, 7) the king is a powerful demon, whom the 
magus reaches as his paredros, helper and assistant. The king is “god of the gods”, 
because he is Aiòn, a “firmly established” (cf. Graf 19992, 81 with n. 43). An 
important combination between Aiòn and fÚlax occurs in the 10-line phylacterion 
on the goldlamella from Amphipolis, 2nd-3rd c. AD, which is now in the British 
museum (Zuntz 1971, 279-281). The lamella contains a spell for protecting some 
person by each male and female demon. It ends with the address in lines 9-10 … 
¤gie qe‹ ¡g∂wn mÒnoj a≥ènwn fÚlaxe. ÿ IGGDCHRSATAN (text, translation and 
commentary in Kotansky 1994, No. 38 with p. 206-210). The reading “O holy god 
of the Holy (Ones), only guardian of Aions” on line 9 is compared with PGM IV. 
3066 where the text in translation says: “I conjure you by the one who, from the 
Holy Aeons, stirs together the four winds” (Kotansky 1994, 210; cf. Kotansky 
1994, No. 28, p. 111-117, and especially p. 115 for Aiòn from a goldlamella, 
Augustus’ time, Rome, which is now in the Cabinet des Médailles of the National 
Library in Paris). The king, who is the god-sun, is also a guardian. He is depicted 
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with figures, with the four winds on the Modena’s relief The king-sun is textually 
confirmed in a magical spell.  
 

The magus reaches the king-master, god of the gods with categories of 
meanings from the nine languages of naming.  
 
 

TRUE, IF IT IS BELIEVED  
 

The magical Orphism does not rely on the vision of the evil demons, 
contrary to early Christianity. The Orphic magic does not need to overcome Evil to 
reach the level of the King-Aiòn with victory of the perfect knowledge, because of 
the condition for the inevitable doctrinal-ritual value’s obstacle. The perfect 
knowlege awakes itself through a password while remembering.  
 

The theurgy, which Iamblichus values more than theology, does not have 
anything in common with the “horizontal sympathy” (with wizardry, goetèia), but 
uses the “vertical possibility” to “ascend the soul towards the primary source”. The 
theurgical ritual is done thanks to the symbols, of the passwords for 
communication “between the different classes of the being and of the divine”. The 
symbols – the material ones (songs, dances, spells, hieroglyphs) and the superior 
poetic ones – play the role of passwords. According to Iamblichus, “the barbarian 
names and terms” must not be translated in Greek... I think that the theurgic 
priority of the naming with “barbarian names” consists in the linking of tÕ 
sÚmbolon (“the sign for bringing two faces closer together and recognizing them” – 
s. Eurip. Med. 613 Murray) with tÕ ¥galma and with “co-seeing”, as is tÕ 
sÚnqhma / sÚnqema (the second form is a late one).  
 

SÚmbolon or each of the two halves of the united whole, is the prove of 
identity of the other person/thing as a part of the Whole/Good/Entirety (s. for the 
Dionysus’ symbols the Gurob papyrus in TD 1, No. 9). The symbol is a tangible 
material, a link (connection) with the gods, a sacred object-mediator, which fuses 
the mysterially initiated person with the god via the notion that the other half of the 
tangibility of the object-mediator is “in the god”, who expects a sympathic binding.  
 

”Agalma, who originates from ¢g£llw with the meaning of “glorify”, is a 
gift to a god, statue for honoring a god, in which the divine light can enter. 
According to the Egyptian notion, the image is made for the god to occur in it and 
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to sojourn in it. In the ancient Greek thinking, ¥galma is an image of a god, 
whereas e∏kwn – an image of a human, i. e., a portrait.  
 

SÚnqhma/sÚnqema is the utterance of the link human-god in a spelling 
form. For this reason, the synthema are “the other sides” of the àgalma and of the 
symbol and this is because the “co-seeing”/”joint seeing” contain the naming. In 
this way the synthema can become equal in meaning to the divine names, but only 
in a purely speculative way – the human verbal formalization, regardless of how 
insightful when it names, is not capable of “unveiling Isis’ face covered with a 
veil”, in the wonderful vision of Plot. Enn. VI 9. 11 Broechier.  
 

In the “co-state of seeing” the Monad creates the Whole/Good/Entirety or 
the United (“En) can be examined by Noàj, who, if he wants to think the Beyond 
according to himself, probably is multiple (Plot. Enn. V. 3. 11 Broechier; for the 
three hypostases “En-Noàj-Yuc¾ in Plot. Enn. V 1. 10 Broechier; cf. Лосев 2000 
= 1988, 363-373). The idea of development in multiple is embodied in numbers 
from 1 to 10 because, after the decade, their order must only be repeated and, 
according to the supposed teaching of Pythagoras, the order begins to sound in 
tones, but continues to be expressed in the other languages from the nine ones.  
 

The numbers-essences, which resound, do not create, however, any kinds 
of images. They co-contain the images Earth–Air–Fire–Water, i. e., the 
cosmogonic Tetrad-model as a given, but not as an accomplished deed. The 
accomplishment begins with the Fire’s metamorphosis to a Sun, which sets the two 
hemispheres of the Cosmos into movements and begins to die out/set and ablaze/go 
up, i. e. to die and be re-born in a cyclical, “Egyptian” way – every day. In such a 
way the naming with a numbers/essence/tone/image set the “seen Universe” in a 
sacred act. 
 

The images, however, are not only identifications, but also 
personifications, which is why the Tetrad-module occurs as a graded of the 
consequence of the putting into movement of the cosmogonic and the mythological 
model. The sequence is not in a Linear time, despite that it looks like it at a first 
glance. The sequence constantly becomes and constantly returns towards its 
beginning degree, towards the Monad. Otherwise said, the sequence co-happens in 
the Mythological and in the Cyclical time (TД 3, 15-23).  
 

The personifications in the cosmogonical and in the mythological model 
are the Great Goddess-Mother – Son, who occur in different doctrinally Orphic 
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theonyms in order to be named different manifestations-parts of their essences. As 
long as the cosmogony and the putting in motion by the sacred logos are thought-
of/believed-in, the imagery continues to be personificized, however on an 
initiational-prophetic level where the collective image of the king-ruler-teacher-
prophet-magus Orpheus occurs.  
 

Orpheus’ appearance forms obligatorily the religious model woven into the 
ethnos oral Orphism most suitable for it. In this co-state, the birth and the death of 
the Son in his hierogamy are thought-of/believed also as a hierogamic creation of 
the bearer of the Faith, of the offspring, of païs, who consequently died and is born 
again after he organizes the society. In this situation the language of the images 
passes into a language of the action-duty, of the ritual.  
 

The sacred orality clarifies the naming of the Son and of his païs from the 
fifth degree with the Son/Helios/Apollo/Sabazius, and continue onto the sixth 
degree with Apollo/Dionysus, onto the seventh with Dionysus/Zagreus, onto the 
eight with Ares, onto the ninth with païs of the Son according to Kotys’ inscription 
on the silver jug No. 112 from the Rogozen treasure (TД 3, 184 and 326) and onto 
the 10th with the dismembered Orpheus (s. TД 3, 258-260 for this scene in the Attic 
red-figured vase-painting).  
 

Païs’ naming is contained in the naming of the gods-paredroi. The most 
eloquent of them seem to be the two spears, the rython, the phiale, the ring and/or 
the crown for initiation, the krateres, the kantharoi, the jugs for libation “ drop after 
drop” (for this technique s. TД 3, 341). Païs’ mysterially-initiational function is 
seen in Eleusis (Clinton 1974, 98-114; Clinton 1988, 70). The selection of pa√j ¢f' 
Œst∂aj is an old custom in Athens, documented in an inscription from around 460 
BC. The archont-basileus, who is one of the most archaic institutional 
personifications, selects each year a païs with a lottery. The païs will lead the group 
pa√dej ¢f' Œst∂aj and will be leading the procession from Athens to Eleusis.  
 

The Orphic sacred logos’ naming, which serves itself with the nine 
languages, covers the singularity and the transitions towards plurality with 
terminological instrumentation of the symbola–agàlmata–synthemata. However, in 
the Orphic-magical theurgic ritual practice, the instrumentation can in the utmost 
be judged as a written Neo-platonic practice of qualified observers of sacred acts 
during the period of the late paganism.  
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RIDDLES AND ANSWERS 
 

In SEG 27, 226 bis is published an Orphic goldlamella, owned by the Paul 
Getty Museum, which may originate from Thessaly:  

DIYAIAYOCEGWKAPOLLYMAI 
 ALLAPIEMOYKRANACAIEROW 
 EPILEXIALEYKHKYPARICCOC 
4 TICDECIPWDECIGACYIOCEIMI 
 KAIOYRANOYACTEROENIOC 
 AYTAREMOIGENOCOYRANION 
 

The verses reproduce the goldlamellae found on Crete and do not add 
anything new.  
 

The low literary level of the texts (Zuntz 1971, 278-286) compared with 
the Orphic-Pythagorean examples in verses and prose, is a secure sign for a living 
ethnos’ doctrinally-ritual orality. This orality is touched by the initially occurred 
literariness and thanks to it suggests magical faith. The formula records such a faith 
shows two levels in the border interactive contact between the Orphic orality and 
the ancient Greek literariness. The first level is the one of the text which implies an 
ancient Greek thought accessible to a typical textually critical, terminologically-
philosophical and culturally-historical analysis. The second level is the concealed 
one, where the Teacher and his initiated students handle oral-Orphic doctrinal 
meanings of the Greek words and idioms.  
 

The purificational-saving meaning of the Orphic goldlamellae, which is 
ascribed to them most frequently, is summarized by Parker 1983, 299-300 with n. 
91 and 98 with the words that “the idea of deliverance through purification 
becomes inescapable” thanks to Empedocles, Orphism and poetry. “The soul 
convinces Persephone” via the goldlamellae that enters the underworld in purity. 
Such observations and conclusions become more and more insufficient in relation 
to the epigraphic material, which, above all, confirms the conclusion that the 
documents are texts of low literature. This follows from their doctrinal formula 
intention expressed in a record on the border between orality and literariness in 
Crete, Thessaly, Macedonia, Thrace and South Italy, where the goldlamella from 
Hipponion for now offers the best poof for the low literariness, but also for the high 
orality of the South-Italian Orphism (last publication in SEG 26. 1139).  
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The enlargement of the territory of the doctrinally-ritual Orphic texts in 
ancient Greek in Sicily is very encouraging (s. also the chapter “Purification of the 
god”). Frel 1994 publishes a new goldlamella from a private collection in Genève, 
found in a terracotta lamp originating from the mid-western part of Sicily (Petro, 
close to Entella?). The texts are dated hesitantly in the 3rd c. BC, but in HL, fr. 475 
is shown as a possible 4th c. BC:  
 

Col. I 
 œpeπ ¥m' mel]hn∂oin qaniüsqai 
   ]emnˇmeoj ¼rwj 
   ]skÒtoj ¢mfikalàyai 
  œst' œpπ] dexi¦ l∂mnhn 
5   ]kàai kupar∂sson 
 œnqa katarcÒmenai yu]caπ nekÚwn yÚcontai 
 taàthj tÁj kr◊nhj m¾] d‹ sc◊don œp◊lasqai 
 prÒsqen d‹ eØrˇseij tÁj] MnhmosÚnhj ¢pÕ l∂mnhj 
 yucrÕn Ûdwr pror◊on] fÚlakoi q Øpop◊qasin 
10 o∑ d‹ se e≥rˇsontai œn] frasπ peukal∂mhsin 
   ] mou fonhent£. 
  GÁj o≤Õj e≥mπ kaπ] oÙranoà ¢sterÒentoj 
 d∂yai aÜoj œgë k' ¢pÒl]umai ¢ll¦ dotemmoπ 
 yucrÕn Ûdwr pror◊on tÁj] MnhmosÚnhj ¢pÕ l∂mnhj 
  
 Col. II 
 aÙt¦r œ[moπ genÕj oÙraniÒn 
 kaπ toπ ¨n [œleîsin Øpocqon∂oi basile√j 
 kaπ tot‹ t[oπ pie√n édwr pror◊on 
 kaπ tote d[èswsin tÁj MnhmosÚnhj ¢pÕ l∂mnhj. 
5 sÚmbola f[ 
 kaπ fe[ 

sen[ 
 

As the publisher of the new Orphic goldlamella from Sicily informs, the 
first column from 14 lines is separated from the second one, which consists of 7 
lines, through a horizontally incised line. The second column is limited from the 
left with a thin vertical line which begins from the level between the first and the 
second line of the first column. In col. II, v. 5 sÚmbola f[ explain the previous four 
lines of the second column, which contain the known formulas genÕj oÙraniÕn of 
the initiated, Øpocqon∂oi basile√j (in correspondence with the goldlamella from 
Hipponion and the drinking of water tÁj MnhmosÚnhj ¢pÕ l∂mnhj. These three 
formula reproduce at least two of the ones written above the horizontal line in col. 
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I, v. 12-14 and certify that the initiated person is a son of Gaia and of Uranos, who 
is covered with starts, he is also thirsty and drinks water from Mnemosyne’s lake.  
 

In other words, the two columns form the two parts of sÚmbola, which 
double the consecration of the formulas by connecting them in order to join the 
Faith with the Believed under the control of the guardians of the initiators. This 
interpretation leads towards the goldlamella from Pherai, where the hidden divine 
personifications are named, and Brimò (TД 3, 184-186, 347) is doubled. The 
magical formation of groups of letters which contain names-theonyms, is epodè 
with a spelling character and catharactic effect to the level where the incantation 
itself can be a purification itself (Parker 1983, 232 with n. 153 according to 
Aristotle and Diodorus).  
 

On one hand, this opinion suggests the vicinity of epodè with the spell, 
with the Orphic oath, which exercises a magical, forcing influence on the divine 
power in order to secure immortality. On the other hand, the doubling of the divine 
naming is an old practice from the doubled Neolithic idols to the doubled Great 
Goddess-Mothers and Fortunae (Simon 1995) and is fixed from the doubled first 
syllable of the theonym of the female paredros in the Thraco-Phrygian contact zone 
(s. TД 3, 83-84). Such doubling makes the sÚmbola sacred in their part of the 
believed by the initiated, as well as in their part of The Faith in the achievable 
immortality.  
 

Such a double metaphor for gods’, and for the teacher’s presences could be 
certified with OF II 113, where kaπ Ð toà 'Orf◊wj oÙranÕj 'oâroj p£ntwn kaπ 
fÚlax' e≈nai boÚletai, i. e. “Orpheus’ sky is considered a guardian/protector and 
guardian of all things” (Bernabé 1992, 42-43). The double metaphor seems clear 
also in PGM XX 5-11 (PGMB, 258-259 with references):  

[<semnot£thc d‹> qe©c pa√c m]ustodÒkoc katekaÚqh,  
 ¢krot£tJ d' œn Ôrei katekaÚqh: <pàr d' œl£fuxen>: 
 Œpt¦ lÚkwn krˇnac, Ÿpt' ¥rktwn, Œpt¦ leÒntwn:  
 Œpt¦ d‹ parqenikaπ kuanèpidec ½rucan Ûdwr  
 k£lpici kuan◊aic kaπ œko∂mican ¢k£maton pàr. 
 

The verses state that païs is the most honored Goddess “burns” on the 
highest mountain as an initiated being. Seven wolfs’ springs, seven springs of 
bears, seven springs of lions and seven virgins with black eyes draw water and 
extinguish the tireless fire with black pitchers. Later it is explained how the pain 
runs away from the head, the lion from underneath the stone, how stormily 
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hurrying wolfs and solid ungulate horses rush because of “my perfect epodè”, 
confirms the magical operator. The servant, “leader of the mystes”, of the Goddess 
executes sacred acts with spells in the hierogamic Heptad to protect the believer. 
The late pagan monotheistic ideologization does not eradicate, however, the 
magical sacred doings of the Son of the Great Goddess-Mother, preserved in 
writings of “Orpheus’ riddles” – as said in Derveni papyrus (last interpretation by 
Betegh 2004) – and probable answers from all periods of the oral Orphic faith.  
 
 

THE SEVENTH DAY ONE 
 

The individual penetration/insight in the relation àgalma–symbolon–
synthema, i. e., in the theurgic naming, is registered on the Orphic goldlamellae, as 
well as on the bone graffiti from Olbia (Graf 1991a, 89), which document an 
Orphic society in the Black sea Milesian apoikia during the 5th or during the 4th c. 
BC (s. TD 1, No. 6; TД 3, 199-201). The dating in the 5th c. BC is sustained with 
paleographical data in SEG 28, 659-661; SEG 41, 621; SEG 42, 720. Zhmud 1992 
also prefers the 5th c. BC, as well as IGDOP, 154, No. 94 (cf. West 1983, 17-20), 
but Dettori 1996, 306-308 reminds that the key word in the language of the text on 
the bone graffiti is ¢lˇqeia. This word, however, is an Attic form and it is 
encountered for the first time in such an early source, “in data alta, seppure non 
altissima” (Dettori 1996, 306).  
 

The lamellae from Olbia become part of the spiritual life of Thracia 
Pontica (Fol 1996, 1997; Porozhanov K. in: Fol et alii 2000, 27-40). Pontic Thrace 
includes the spiritual space from the line Thasos–Samothrace until the 
Northwestern corner of the Black Sea between the Danube’s and Bug’s outflows, 
but with influence also on the Bosporian kingdom (Ustinova 1999). This is a 
blessed earth of the interactiveness between orality and literariness. This becomes 
obvious mainly through the professing of local and foreign cults. The Olbian 
lamellae register such occurrences. We have access to documents of (quasi?) 
esoteric society of Orphics, who translate-define oral Orphic realities in ancient 
Greek. For unknown reasons they have (ritually?) allowed themselves to keep such 
writing in a (sacred ?) pit of the Olbian temenos. If, of course, the lamellae are not 
simply thrown away in the trash from later ignorant thiefs. According to L. Dubois, 
J. Vinogradov’s opinion seems acceptable, that these documents are “itilisés pour 
l’édification par un prêtre qui aurait été le chef local de la secte … Ces objets qui 
ne portent pas de marques d’usure ont dû être transporté dans une ciste ou une 
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corbeille. Il s’agirait plutôt d’une sorte de bréviaire orphique” (IGDOP, 155). This 
supposition waits for its proofs.  
 

The formula-spelling similarities between the texts of the Orphic 
goldlamellae and the Olbian bone lamellae defines them as (parts of) sacred logoi 
(Riedweg 2002) of the magical Orphic faith in immortality. The text-graffito on a 
bone lamella found on the island of Berezan nearby Olbia belongs to the same 
group of data. The Orphic character of this lamella is pointed out by L. Dubois: “il 
y a de grandes chances, en égard à la rareté des inscriptions sur os aux hautes 
époques, pour que notre document soit aussi un texte réedigé en milieu orphique” 
(IGDOP, 148).  
 

The bone lamella is dated on paleographical data either in 550-525 BC, or 
“plutôt Ve siècle” (according to IGDOP, 146, No. 93 with references which lacks 
Буркерт 1990). The archaeological environment is not known. The size of the 
lamella is 3 – 3.5 x 4.8 x 0.4 cm. The texts are as follows (IGDOP, 146-148, No. 
93). 
Face a 1: 

EPTA LUKOS ASQENHS EBDO `Ept£: lÚkoj ¢sqenˇj: Œbdo- 
MHKONTA LEWN DEINOS EPT mˇkonta: l◊wn deinÒj:  
        Œpt(a) 
KOSIOI TOXOFOROS FILIS DORE kÒsioi: toxofÒroj, f∂li(o)j  
        dwre-  
H DUNAM IHTHOS EPTAKICI ¾ dun£mi (≥)htÁroj: Œptaki(s)c∂ 

5 LI DELFIS FRONIMOS EIRH  li(oi): delfπj frÒnimoj e≥rˇ- 
NH OLBIH POLI MAKARIXW EKEI nh 'Olb∂V pÒli: makar∂zw œke√: 
MEMNHMAI LH    M◊mnhmai Lh 
TO     to (j).  

 
Face a 2: 

EEPTA     Œpt£. 
APOLLWNI     'ApÒllwni 
DIDUM     Didum(e√) 
MILHSIWI     Milhs∂wi 
MHTROL OLBOFOROS   MhtrÕ(j) ÑlbofÒroj 
NIKHFOROS BOREW    NikhfÒroj Bor◊w 

Face b: 
EBDN BOU DID AAA   `Ebd(o)m(ˇkonta?) boà(j)  

Did(ume√) AAA 
 AA AAAA AAA    AA AAAA AAA 
 

NIKHFOROS BOREW   NikhfÒroj Bor◊w 
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Буркерт 1990 cautionary connects the lamellae of the Olbian Orphics with 

the lamella from Berezan, while Ehrhardt 1987, 117 is certain. Ehrhardt even 
compares it with lamella No. 2 from A. Rusjaeva’s publication. Rusjaeva’s No. 2 
example has an incised rectangle from the opposite side, which is divided in 7 
parts. The figure reminds of Apollo’s birthday, which was taking place on the 7th 
number each month, as well as of the probability for a society made up of 
hebdomastes. L. Dubois confirms one more time that “le caractère orphique du 
document … apparaît clairement dans la nature même du support, ainsi que dans 
las indications chiffrées”. The occurrence of both verbs in first person in face a 1. 
6-7 “… situe stylistiquement notre texte aux confins de la réponse oraculaire, de 
l’hymne et de la prière” (IGDOP, 148).  
 

Other arguments are contained in the numbers, which L. Dubois considers 
an “élément constituant de la théologie des Pythagoriciens mais aussi, avant eux 
des Orphiques … La seule explication possible à cette diffusion est que les tenants 
de la mystique du chiffre 7 étaient au nombre des premiers colons: l’orphisme 
pontique a donc vraisemblablement une origine milésienne. Or ce chiffre est aussi 
celui d’Apollon, le dieu né le septième jour … que l’on consultait à Delphes le sept 
de mois, à la naissance duquel les cygnes ont tourné sept fois autour de Délos … et 
qui a inventé la lyre à sept cordes” (IGDOP, 149).  
 

Penkova 2003 determines that the texts from Berezan are a first-class 
testimony for the Thracian oral Orphism in the zone of the Hyperborean diagonal. 
In text “A”, according to the author’s numeration of the three inscriptions on the 
lamella, she sees a possibility for mhtrÕ<j> ÑlbofÒroj to be read Mhtrùa 
ÑlbofÒroj. The reading МНТРОА would be most adequate for the hidden meaning 
of the further, secondly inserted text, where the key word is Œpt¦ (TД 2, 133 for the 
festivals in honor to the Great Goddess-Mother and Sabazius “Metroa and Sabazia” 
– according to Strabo’s terminology). The author introduces in the Dionysiac-
Zagrean issue “the seven bulls” about the Apollo Didymus, winner of Boreas, 
mentioned in text “B” (face b according to IGDOP). She hesitates whether boàj 
may be in singular and then the translation would be “seventy: bull”.  
 

In such a context ЕЕПТА could not be a “mistake of the engraver”, but a 
password for a mysterial paredria, which is realized between the magically doubled 
Didu-/Dindu-  – Great Goddess-Mother/Mountain, known from the oronym 
Dindumenˇ, and her Son, who is a “carrier of bliss and/or riches” and a “carrier of 
victory, winner”. The city of Olbia is found in the “entrance hall of the 
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Hyperborean country”. Thus, Olbia takes the key meeting place and starting point 
in the Hyperborean diagonal of the spiritual Orphic space (s. TД 3, 170-203). The 
eventual reading Mhtrol(ˇptoj) ÑlbofÒroj/nikhfÒroj Bor◊J/Didum(eÝj) would 
mean that the Didymus, who carries bliss, the winner, obsessed by the Mother, 
directs his spell towards Boreas.  
 

In such a way the initial introductory text, which in IGDOP, No. 93 is face 
a 2, turns out to be a transfer of paredria from the Asia Minor sanctuary near 
Miletus up to North in the zone of the Hyperborean diagonal via the bliss-carrier 
and the winner Apollo of Didyma, who belongs “to the Mother”. In this context the 
main engraved inscription from 8 lines face a 1, according to IGDOP, is a coded 
sacred logos of a doctrinal-ritual language.  
 

The language begins with Hepta, which is a theonym, and a number-
essence for the seventh hierogamic degree of the Death-New birth of the Son-
paredros Sun/Fire (s. TД 3, 269-294). The sacred seven is a well-spread idea/image 
of the Orphic hierogamy and its relation with the Pythagoreanism in ancient Greek 
is doubtless (for the hebdomadism s. West 1983, 61, n. 86). The paredria from 
hepta type, i. e., a Great Goddess-Mother – Son, is mythologized in the idea that 
Apollo is born on the seventh day of the month. After the swans greet him by 
flying over Delos seven times, they carry the god by the Hyperboreans, where he 
stays in a country with an “always clear sky” (for the “white radiation of the 
Hyperborean North” s. TД 3, 203-268).  
 

The Seventh Day One is a definition of Aeschyl. Sept. 800 Murray about 
Apollo, who is also Loxius (cf. for Loxius-Phoibos Aeschyl. Eum. 19 Murray; s. 
also Her. 1, 91. 2 Legrand/Feix about this appellation in Pythia’s words). The 
epithet is owed to the notion that the sun crosses the ecliptic “aslant/slantwise”. 
The other explanation of the epithet is drawn from the oracles, which are loxo∂, i. 
e., “indirect, ambiguous, equivocal, double meaningful”. The first etymology is an 
oral-Orphic one. It is owned to the relationship Cosmos-Human, i. e. to the humans 
dependence on the situation and movement of the heavenly bodies.  
 

The theonym Hepta, which is also a number-essence, is multiplied by 10, i. 
e. by the modul of the cosmos in the Orphic-Pythagorean teaching (s. TД 3, 269-
293). In this way the new cycle of creation of the Universe is thought and of the 
Socium. In the new cycle 70 is equal to Apollo/Son-Sun. He is a “terrifying lion” 
in the zenith of the creation of the cosmos, which he had executed by putting the 
Great Goddess-Mother/Cosmos in motion. This is the doubling of the idea/image 
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of Apollo Hebdomaget, who on position 700 is already an “archer”, “a friend 
because/via his gift”, “with the ability/energy/power/mightiness of the healer”. The 
interpretation of this position of Apollo (s. Буркерт 1990, 158) does not cause 
difficulties on the West Black sea coast where honoring Apollo the Healer in the 
zone of the Hyperborean diagonal is connected with Apollo’s bow and the golden 
arrow in the circular temple by the Hyperboreans.  
 

Apollo the Healer occurs once in Olbia with Delphic Apollo (IGDOP, No. 
65), whose cult is considered introduced in the city later, during the third quarter of 
the 6th c. BC from a new wave of Milesian apoikists (IGDOP, 151). Delphic 
Apollo’s initiations (IGDOP, NoNo 2, 60-64) define him as a North Pontic god (s. 
SEG 34, 767 and 769; SEG 42, 716)). His Athenian temple, the Delphinium, is 
used however as a tribunal for cases of equitable homicide in a much earlier age. 
This social function had not been attributed to the god under the influence of the 
Delphic doctrine and most probably originates from his quality of a Dophin, i. e., 
wise, careful (Parker 1983, 141-142 with n. 158). This circumstance reflects the 
Athenian religious influence in Olbia (Dettori 1996, 306-310 with nn. 58, 61, 65, 
66, 71, 75).  
 

Among the dedications to Apollo the Healer found in Olbia (IGDOP, 
NoNo 54-59, 93, 99, 101) a graffito occurs, which resembles a solar disk. It is 
inscribed on a rectangular kalipteros found in the South (the second) temenos, 
where Apollo the Healer’s temple had been built in the second half of the 6th c. BC. 
Seven letter are inserted between the second and the third circle and the letters are 
divided by seven lines. The inscription mentions 'IhtrÒon, i. e., a sanctuary of the 
healer. The 9 of 10 (?) rays of the sun are a symbol of Apollo, which is represented 
also on the city’s coins, while the seven letters remind “la symbolique apollinienne 
si fréquente à Olbia” (IGDOP, 111). The god who is named The Seventh Day One, 
probably is commonly understood in the institution of the magistrates o≤ Œpt¦ 
(IGDOP, 88).  
 

The text from Berezan is Orphico-magical spell. It is not thought in Linear, 
but in Mythological, Cyclic and Doctrinal time. This transforms the initiated 
person in a magical operator of the Faith carried by him. The verb makar∂zw in 
face a 1, 6 (IGDOP, 152, n. 131) presents him. The presence of the Orphic 
Dionysus in Olbia is certified with the bone lamellae and even with the early, 
around 500 BC, testimony of “euoè” in Damonassas’ inscription on a mirror 
(IGDOP, No. 92). This assertion is analyzed by L. Dubois in IGDOP, 145-146 with 
a conclusion about “haute antiquité de l’Orphisme dans l’Olbia achaïque”. He 
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specifically points out the mirror as one of the symbols of Dionysus’ mystery and 
secrets  (cf. TD 1, NoNo 9 and 17 for the Gurob papyrus and for the data of 
Clemens Alexandrinus. 
 

The three rows in face b of the bone lamella from Berezan constitute a 
record for the Dionysus’ magic-spelling naming, as follows:  

`Ebd(omage)n(¾j) Boà(j) Did(umeÝj) AAA 
AA AAAA  AAA 
NikhfÒroj Bor◊J  
 
The reading specified above, has its reasons, but in the Dionysus-Zagreus’ 

context of the spell, the first row could be understood as The bull born seventh, 
who is Didymus. In this way Apollo is equalized with Dionysus in the Orphic 
doctrinally-ritual duality of the Son-Sun/Fire.  
 

The study against “Phantasmomagica Olbiopolitana” occupies itself in 
detail with Lebedev’s 1996 and 1996a statement about the so called Pharnabazus’ 
ostrakon (Vinogradov–Rujaeva 1998, 153-155 and 157-161). The alternative 
hypothesis for a magical interpretation is argumented by Bravo 2000-2001. 
Vinogradov–Rusjaeva 1998, 161-164 contest Lebedev 1996a, who interprets two 
graffiti on the bottom of an Attic black-figure patera from Olbia as defixiones. The 
fragment (s. IGDOP, No. 79) is dated to the 5th c. BC (the second quarter of the 
century?).  
 

Graffito A: X£nqippwj (sic) Dˇmhtri PersefÒnei 'I£kwi œj Dhmˇtrion, or 
Xanthippus executes an initiation of the Eleusis’ triad in Demeter’s sanctuary (the 
difference in the readings, which does not change the meaning of No. 79, s. in 
Dettori 1996, 306-307, n. 57).  
 

Graffito B: X£n(qippoj) D(ˇmhtri) ¢n(◊)q(hken) (œj) ≤e(rÕn) (tÁj) q(e©j) 
D(ˇmhtroj). It would mean, Xanthippus makes an initiation of Demeter in the 
sanctuary of the goddess Demeter.  
 

A discussion about the initiation from the first half of the 4th c. BC is 
adduced to the votive text Dh(mˇthr), Pers(efÒnh), KÒrh. `E(rmÁj?) D√oi K£biroi. 
In the center of the circle occurred from the inscription read HRW, may be `Hrè, 
`Hrînax or similar (s. IGDOP, No. 85). In such inscriptions the gods’ names occur 
in the nominative case, not only in the dative. The text is interpreted by Lebedev 
1996a as a magical one. L. Dubois in IGDOP, 134-135 noted the Cabiri’s 
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identification with the Samothracian gods, their spreading in Pontus and their 
possible association with Demeter because of their main attitude towards one 
Goddess-Mother (IGDOP, 134, n. 83 following Hemberg 1950, 288).  
 

The initiations of the Eleusis’ Triad and of the Samothracian Tetrad could 
truly be understood as spells. They document, however, the oral doctrinally-ritual 
Orphic faith, which is integrated in the Eleusis’ mysteries and is a core of the 
Samothracians. The mysterial initiation is also a mean to express an oath bondage 
with the chthonic gods. In this sense, the Xanthippus’ graffito, more expressive 
than the other, is the circular inscription with the names of Demeter, Persephone, 
Core, Hermes and Cabiri, which unusually connects the Triad from Eleusis with 
the Tetrad from Samothrace. Thus the Heptad, the number-essence of the Great 
Goddess-Mother and of the Seventh Day One is being named with a sacred Orphic-
magical technique.  
 

I will terminate the discussion about the Olbian documents with the so 
called priest’s writing, published by Rusjaeva–Vinogradov 1991, 201-202 (cf. SEG 
42, 710 and IGDOP, No. 24) and dated either in 550-510 BC (according to the 
publishers and Bravo 2000-2001, 162-164), or around 400 BC (IGDOP, 55 and 57, 
who thinks that the text is inscribed over a ceramic fragment 120 years older). The 
inscription is put over a trapezoid part of an amphora or of oinochoe. The part was 
found in the southern part of Olbia’s citadel. The inscription is very damaged, 
illegible, and the 12 preserved rows are incised round the inner concave side of the 
fragment.  
 

The first row (according to IGDOP, 57-63) contains the expression “from 
honey and a ram”, which definitely suggests a sacrifice done, more from 
hymnothet, rather than from agonothet / oinothet. The honey and the ram are 
naming of the Great Goddess-Mother and of Dionysus, which is why the 
hymnothet in row 1 could be also a figure of priest–creator of hymns. L. Dubois 
adds qeopo∂htoj from row 3 and suggests a translation of the first three rows as 
follows: “Au poète j’offrirai en sacrifice du miel, un bélier et un porc comme tu me 
l’ordonnes au moment où tu m’envoies vers les lieux qui sont l’oeuvre des Dieux 
…”. This translation would seem very close to the scenario when the hymnothet-
priest orders to a follower of his to carry Demeter’s and Dionysus’ agalma-symbol 
(honey, ram, piggy) in order to leave for the “divine acts” (places) … (of the Great 
Goddess-Mother and the Son, the Orphic gods-paredroi).  
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Row 4 is very difficultly understood, but there is a very possible 
probability for the idiom ≤ro fëj to mean “torche du sanctuaire”. This would be 
very suitable for the scenarios of doctrinal ritualism honoring the chthonic gods. 
Situating of sacred topoi begins with row 5, which uncertainly reads “women … in 
Chalkene” (cf. the opinions in IGDOP, 59-60). The situating becomes obvious 
from the toponym Hylaia of Dnjepr, mentioned in row 6. Row 7 provides the 
exceptionally important data that “the altars are broken” (in Hylaia). We 
understand from row 8 that these altars were built for the Mother of Gods, for 
Borysthenes and for Heracles. It seems that this environment profited “slaves” after 
a shipwreck (row 9), but the dignity of the ritual is saved by Metrophanes, who 
(row 10) probably committed a sacred act (≤rourg∂hi) in pine-tree forests of Hylaija 
(row 11; cf. IGDOP, 62 with the “allusion au commerce du bois” ?). In the last 
row, 12, the well-known white wild horses occur. The Scythians capture them for 
sacrifices (TYPA, may be Tyras’ population, i. e. Turanoπ according to IGDOP, 
63). The sacred acts’ cycle seems completed with Scythian ritualism.  
 

According to Bravo 2000-2001, 162-164, the text does not constitute a 
letter of a priest to another, higher priest. It is an official note from one Olbian 
magistrate to another. Admitting that the inscription is not kat£desmoj, the author 
considers the ostrakon for a magical one. It was used with a magical purpose in its 
quality of kat£desmoj against the recipient, because it possesses the two signs of a 
spelling object. One sign is the net of lines, which puts in frame the inscription, and 
the other one is the red ochre with which the ostrakon was later covered with a 
magical purpose. As in the cases with Aristotle’s and Pharnabazus’ ostraka, the 
death spell is marked via a symbol the paralyzing action (of Hermes) In this case, 
“the priest’s letter”, as a product, would be one of the most ancient testimonies for 
the magical “non said” kat£desmoj.  
 

Rusjaeva–Vinogradov 1991, 202 relate the text of the inscription with Her. 
4, 5; 4. 19; 4. 52 and 4. 76 for Hylaia on the left coast of Borysthenes (north of 
today’s city of Crimea), and with domain of Gods’ Mother (Cibele ?). Cibele’s cult 
is established by Anacharsis. The authors conclude that the altars’ breaking, 
mentioned in row 7, constituted an act which confirms Her. 4. 76; 4. 77 and 4. 80 
about the Scythian’s reactions against the foreign customs and their “religious 
intolerance”. The Scythians have obviously not been influenced by Anacharsis’ 
innovations. He imports the cult to the Gods’ Mother from Kyzikos. The Scythians 
also do not accept the ancient Greek personification of the god Borysthenes. Even 
more important in this reaction is the fact that the Scythians reject Heracles 
himself, who, “according to the Scythian legend” (Her. 4. 8-9, Legrand/Feix) 
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fornicated with a semi-woman/semi-snake in the Hylaia cave on Dnjepr. Thus he 
gave birth to the three tribe’s father, Agathyrsos, Gelonos and Skythes. If the 
dating of 400 BC is true, then Herodotus’ “tale for the three brothers” and also the 
imported religiousness were rejected in the rudest way by the Scythians on the 
Northern Black sea coast.  
 
 

HYMNIC SPELLS  
 

According to Calame 1998, 151, the Greeks do not know the term 
“religion”, they don’t have a common understanding of religion and do not use the 
word panqeèn. Depending on the poleis and regions, the configuration of Greeks’ 
gods is different. The conclusion strengthens the promising hypothesis about the 
influence between orality and literariness in the ethnos’ and polis’ environment. 
One observes different consequences in the Thraco-Phrygian 
zone/Constantinople’s chora in result of this constant process. In this zone the 
Pontic region pulsates with a transition from an open ritual towards a mysterially-
initiational Faith and vice versa.  
 

Now I can return to the texts of OF, p. 312-314 (s. the chapter “The Oath”) 
with a further examination of Orphei Hymni 34 Quandt (= XO, 81-83; Morand 
2001, 14-15).  

'ApÒllwnoj, ϑum∂ama m£nnan. 

 'Elϑ◊, m£kar, Pai£n, TituoktÒne, Fo√be, Lukwreà, 
 Memf√t', ¢glaÒtime, ≥ˇie, Ñlbiodîta, 

 crusolÚrh, sperme√e, ¢rÒtrie, PÚϑie, Tit£n, 

 GrÚneie, Sminϑeà, PuϑoktÒne, Delfik◊, m£nti, 
5 ¥grie, fwsfÒre da√mon, œr£smie, kÚdime koàre, 
 † mousag◊ta, coropoi◊, ŒkhbÒle, toxob◊lemne, 
 B£kcie kaπ Didumeà, † Œk£erge, Lox∂a, ¡gn◊, 
 Dˇli' ¥nax, panderk‹j ⁄cwn faes∂mbroton Ômma, 

 crusokÒma, kaϑar¦j fˇmaj crhsmoÚj t' ¢nafa∂nwn: 

10 klàϑ∂ mou eÙcom◊nou laîn Ûper eÜfroni ϑumîi: 

 tÒnde sÝ g¦r leÚsseij tÕn ¢pe∂riton a≥ϑ◊ra p£nta 

 ga√£n t' ÑlbiÒmoiron Ûperϑ◊ te kaπ di' ¢molgoà, 
 nuktÕj œn ¹suc∂aisin Øp' ¢steroÒmmaton Ôrfnhn 

 `r∂zaj n◊rϑe d◊dorkaj, ⁄ceij d◊ te pe∂rata kÒsmou 
15 pantÒj: soπ d' ¢rcˇ te teleutˇ t' œstπ m◊lousa, 
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 pantoϑalˇj, sÝ d‹ p£nta pÒlon kiϑ£rhi polukr◊ktwi 
 ¡rmÒzeij, Ðt‹ m‹n ne£thj œpπ t◊rmata ba∂nwn, 

 ¥llote d' aâϑ' Øp£thj, pot‹ Dèrion e≥j di£kosmon 

 p£nta pÒlon kirn¦j kr∂neij bioϑr◊mmona fàla, 
20 ¡rmon∂hi ker£saj {t¾n} pagkÒsmion ¢ndr£si mo√ran, 

 m∂xaj ceimînoj ϑ◊reÒj t' ∏son ¢mfot◊roisin, 

 e≥j Øp£taj ceimîna, ϑ◊roj ne£taij diakr∂naj, 

 Dèrion e≥j ⁄aroj poluhr£tou érion ¥nϑoj. 

 ⁄nϑen œpwnum∂hn se brotoπ klˇizousin ¥nakta, 

25 P©na, ϑeÕn dik◊rwt', ¢n◊mwn sur∂gmaϑ' ≤◊nta: 
 oÛneka pantÕj ⁄ceij kÒsmou sfrag√da tupîtin. 

 klàϑi, m£kar, sèzwn mÚstaj ≤kethr∂di fwnÁi. 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
3 sp◊rmie y: corr. Schrader 
4 grÚnie kaπ y: corr. Hermann 
7 Bacie] Br£gcie h, cf. p. 20*, 25* s. 
12 Øp' a≥ϑ◊ri Wiel 
14 dedwkaj y: corr. h, cf. p. 20* 
17-23 non satis perspicui 
19 kr∂naj y: corr. h cf. p. 20* 
20 del f 
24 œpwnum∂aij y: corr. h 
 

The last two verses form Apollo’s final magically-spelling invocation. 
Apollo holds kÒsmou sfrag√da tupîtin (v. 26). From this follows that klàqi, 
m£kar (v. 27) are symmetrically situated in regard to œlq◊, m£kar on v. 1 for that 
the god, who has been called ¥nax twice (v. 8 and 24), is asked to rescue the 
initiated ≤kethr∂di fwnÁi (v. 27). The happy two last words in the hymn in the 
dative case emphasize the meaning of the divine voice/speech/synthema, which is 
connected via the divine symbolon of kÒsmou sfrag√da with Apollo’s agalma 
presented in the hymn.  
 

Now I remind Ðrk∂zw sfrag√da qeoà, Óper œstπn Órasij from PGM I. 306 
(cf. OF, p. 312, v. 10 = PGM I. 262, v. 10 = PGMB, 11, v. 308). Sfrag∂zw in the 
sense of “closing, enclosing with a seal, certifying with the seal, closing as if 
enclosing with a seal-sign” is a known and widely used as a seal of god, and 
especially – as an Apollo’s attribute (PGM III. 26; cf. with PGMB, 25-30). Among 
the instructions attributed to Apollo Helios one of them, considering a magical ring 
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with an engraved image of Helios, deserves attention. With the help of the ring, the 
magical operator wished to command the god to accomplish something for him 
(PGM XII. 270-350 = PGMB, 163-165). With this ritual one executes a transport 
on Egyptian temple ritual practice of “introducing the god in his statue” into a 
domestic magical procedure. This transport happened during the Late Antiquity 
(according to Thissen 1991). The small Helios’ figure hewed out in the ring 
constitutes a traditional cult image with an Egyptian naming of Apollo-the Sun, 
who, with this act, is “introduced in his image” in order to fulfill the will of the one 
who had summoned him.  
 

The ring is put in an exceptionally strong ritual function in PGM IV. 1596-
1715 (= PGMB, 68-69), the text of which represents an “Hourly hymn” with an 
initiation-spell to Helios from the 4th c. AD. 
 

The magical operator swears the Earth, Heaven, Light, Darkness, the Great 
God, who created everything, SAROUSIN and Agathon Daimonion, the Helper, to 
fulfill for him everything done with the help of this ring of stone. The ring is stone 
– the stone is in the shape of a ring. It is kÒsmou sfrag∂j, which serves also a 
phylakterian function. The ring/circle/seal/stone/phylaktery occur twelve times in 
the twelve zodiac positions which carry, according to the Egyptian tradition (s. 
Faulkner 1969; Hornung 1999), the named sacred re-embodiments of Helios – cat, 
dog, snake, scarab, donkey, lion, goat, bull, falcon, baboon, ibis and crocodile.  
 

The record from the 4th c. AD preserves the Egyptian tradition of the 
“Hourly Solar Hymns” from the New Kingdome, but also the Orphic plurality in 
the singularity. In the Orphic hymns, singularity is “the logos which makes 
thyepolia”. The phylakterian function of Helios, which is Egyptian, but also an 
Orphic vision, is added to these echos. It is probably thought also by the owner of 
the graffito-text from Berezan discussed in the previous chapter, especially because 
in the Ionian cultural linguistic environment Apollo’s oracles, inscribed on stone 
and bone, protect those who have heard them. The cities which had received 
oracles in Apollo’s sanctuary in Claros inscribe them on stone to have their 
habitants protected (for 27 such inscriptions, s. Várhelyi 2001).  
 

Now I can return to the swearing verses, discussed in the beginning of this 
study, but together with the entire text about Apollo’s invocation in PGM I. 262-
347 to which they belong. The text says as follows:  

'Apollwniak¾ ™p…klhcic: | labën klîna d£fn[hc] Œpt£fullon ⁄ce  
265 tÍ dex[i´] ceirˆ || kalîn toÝc oÙran…ouc qeoÝc kaˆ cqon…ouc 
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da…mon[ac].  
gr£yon e≥c tÕn klîna tÁc d£fnhc toÝc Z' ˛uctikoÝc c[a]raktÁrac.  
        e≥cπn o≤  
caraktÁrec o∑de:  tÕn m‹n prîton caraktÁra e≥c tÕ  

270 prîton fÚllon, tÕn [de]Úteron || p£lin oÛtwc e≥c tÕ deÚteron, ¥cri 
         lˇxewc 

tîn Z' fÚllwn kaπ | tîn Z' caraktˇrwn. bl◊pe d◊, m¾ ¢pol◊cVc  
        fÚllon  
[kaπ] seau|tÕn bl£yVc: toàto g¦r m◊gicton cèmatoc fulaktikÒn, œn  
        ú |  
p£ntec Øpot£ccontai kaπ q£lacca kaπ p◊trai fr∂ccouci | kaπ  
        da∂monec 
ful<£ccontai car>aktˇriwn t¾n qe∂an  

275 œn◊rgeian, ¼nper || m◊lleic ⁄cein. ⁄ctin g¦r fulaktˇrion m◊gicton  
tÁc  

pr£|xewc, ∑na mhd‹n ptohqÍc. ƒctin d‹ ¹ pr©xic: | labën lÚcnon  
¢m∂ltwton  

ckeÚacon di¦ bucc∂nou ˛£kouc | kaπ ˛od∂nou œla∂ou À nard∂nou kaπ  
ctol∂cac ceautÕn profh|tikù  

280 ccˇmati ⁄ce œbenn∂nhn ˛£bdon œn tÍ lai´ ceirπ kaπ || tÕ fulaktˇrion  
œn tÍ  

dexi´, tout◊ctin tÕn klîna tÁc d£|fnhc, ⁄ce d‹ œn œto∂mJ lÚkou  
kefalˇn,  

Ópwc ¨n œpiqÍc | tÕn lÚcnon œpπ tÁc kefalÁc toà lÚkou, kaπ bwmÕn  
çmÕn |  

cthc£menoc œggÝc tÁc kefalÁc kaπ toà lÚcnou, ∑na œpiqÚ|cVc tù qeù:  
kaπ  

eÙq◊wc e≥c◊rcetai  
285 tÕ qe√on pneàma. ⁄ctin || d‹ tÕ œp∂quma lÚkou ÑfqalmÒc, ctÚrax,  

kinn£mwmon, | bd◊lla kaπ Óti ⁄ntimon œn to√c ¢rèmaci, kaπ cpond¾n  
t◊le|con  

¢pÕ o∏nou kaπ m◊l[i]toc kaπ g£laktoc kaπ Ñmbr∂ou Ûdatoc <kaπ |  
        po∂>ei  
plakoàntac Z' kaπ pÒpana Z'. taàta m◊lleic Óla poiÁcai | [œg]gÝc  
        toà  
lÚcnou, œctolicm◊noc kaπ ¢pecÒmenoc 

290 ¢pÕ || p£ntwn mucarîn pragm£twn kaπ p£chc ≥cquofag∂ac | kaπ  
p£chc  

cunouc∂ac, Ópwc ¨n e≥c meg∂cthn œpiqum∂an ¢g£|gVc tÕn qeÕn e≥c c◊.  
        ⁄ctin 
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d‹ t¦ ÑnÒmata, <§> m◊lleic gr£yai | e≥c tÕ bÚccinon ˛£koc kaπ  
œllucni£ceic e≥c tÕn ¢m∂ltwton  

295 lÚcnon: | `aberamenqwoulwrqex anax eqrenluow qnema raibai: ||  
aeminnae  

 barwqer reqwbab eanimea.' Ótan tel◊cVc p£n|ta t¦ proeirhm◊na,  
         k£lei tÍ  
 œpaoidÍ:  
 ` ”Anax 'ApÒllwn, œlq‹ | cÝn Paiˇoni, crhm£ticÒn moi, perπ ïn ¢xiî,  
         kÚrie.  
 D◊cpota, | l∂pe Parn£cion Ôroc kaπ Delf∂da Puqë | ¹met◊rwn ≤erîn  
 ctom£twn ¥fqegkta  
300 laloÚntwn, || ¥ggele prîte <qe>oà, ZhnÕc meg£loio, 'I£w, kaπ c‹ tÕn  

oÙr£ni|on kÒcmon kat◊conta, Micaˇl, kaπ c‹ kalî, Gabri¾l  
prw|t£ggele: 

deàr' ¢p' 'OlÚmpou, 'Abrac£x, ¢ntol∂Vc kecarh|m◊noc, ∑laoc ⁄ltoic,  
        Öc  
dÚcin ¢ntol∂hqen œpickopi£zei[c, 'A]dwna∂: || p©ca fÚcic trom[◊]ei ce,  

p£ter  
kÒ[c]moio, Pakerbhq. | Ðrk∂zw 

306 kefalˇn te qeoà, Óper œctπn ”Olumpoc, || Ðrk∂zw cfrag√da qeoà, Óper  
œctπn  

 Óracic, | Ðrk∂zw c◊ra dexiterˇn, ¼n kÒcmJ œp◊ccec, | Ðrk∂zw krhtÁra  
        qeoà ploàton  
310 tšconta, | Ðrk…zw qeÕn a„ènion A„în£ te p£ntwn, || Ðrk…zw FÚcin  
         aÙtofuÁ,  
 kr£ticton 'Adwna√on, | Ðrk∂zw dÚnonta kaπ ¢nt◊llonta 'Elwa√on, |  
         Ðrk∂zw  
 t¦ ¤gia kaπ qe√a ÑnÒmata taàta, Ópwc | ¨n p◊mywc∂ moi tÕ qe√on  
         pneàma  

kaπ tel◊cV, | §  
315 ⁄cw kat¦ fr◊na kaπ kat¦ qumÒn. || klàqi, m£kar, klÇzw ce, tÒn  

oÙranoà  
 ¹gemonÁa | kaπ ga∂hc c£eÒc te kaπ ”A∆doc, ⁄nqa n◊montai … | p◊myon  
 da∂mona toàton œma√c ≤era√c œpaoida√c | nuktÕc œlaunÒmenon  
        proct£gmacin  

cÁc Øp' ¢n£gkhc, |  
320 oáper ¢pÕ ckˇnouc œctπ tÒde, kaπ frac£tw moi, || Ócca q◊lw  

gnèmVcin,  
 ¢lhqe∂hn katal◊xac, | prhän, meil∂cion mhd' ¢nt∂a moi fron◊onta. |  
         mhd‹  
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 cÝ mhn∂cVc œp' œma√c ≤era√c œpaoida√c, | ¢ll¦ fÚlaxon ¤pan d◊mac  
         ¥rtion  

œc f£oc œlqe√n: |  
325 taàta g¦r aÙtÕc ⁄taxac œn ¢nqrèpoici daÁnai. || klÇzw d' oÜnoma  

cÕn  
 Mo∂raic aÙta√c ≥c£riqmon: | aca∆fw qwqw a∆h ∆ah∆a a∆h a∆h ∆aw |  
         qwqw  
 fiaca.' kaπ Ótan e≥c◊lqV, œrèta aÙtÒn, | perπ oá q◊leic, perπ  
        mante∂ac,  
 perπ œpopoi∂ac, | perπ Ñnei- 
330 pompe…ac, perˆ Ñneiraithc…ac, perˆ || Ñneirokrit…ac, perˆ  
       katakl…cewc, perˆ  
 p£ntwn, | Ó[c]wn œctπn œn tÍ magikÍ œmpei[r∂v]. | ctrîcon d‹ qrÒnon  
         kaπ  
 kl[i]ntˇrio[nd]i¦ bucc∂nw[n], | cÝ d‹ ct£qhti qÚwn di¦ toà  
        proeirhm◊nou  
 œpi|q[Ú]matoc. kaπ met¦   
335 t¾n œx[◊]tacin œ¦n q◊lVc || ¢polàcai aÙtÕn tÕn qeÒn, t¾n  

proeirhm◊nhn |  
œ[b]enn∂nhn ˛£bdon, ¿n ⁄ceic ceirπ œn tÍ | lai´, met◊negkon e≥c t¾n  

¢ricter£n, 
340 kaπ cb◊con || tÕn kaiÒmenon lÚcnon kaπ crî toà aÙtoà | œpiqÚmatoc  
        l◊gwn  

Óti: `∑laq∂ moi, prop£twr, | progen◊ctere, aÙtog◊neqle: Ðrk∂zw tÕ pàr 
| tÕ fan‹n 

345 îton ™n ¢bÚccJ, | Ðrk…zw t¾n c¾n dÚnamin, t¾n p©ci meg…cthn, ||  
        Ðrk…zw tÕn  
 fqe∂ronta m◊cric ”A∆doc e∏cw, | ∑na ¢p◊lqVc e≥c t¦ ∏dia prumnˇcia  
        kaπ mˇ |  
 me bl£yVc, ¢ll' eÙmen¾c genoà di¦ pantÒc.'  
 

The English translation in PGMB, 10-12:  
*Apollonian invocation: Take a seven-leafed sprig of laurel and hold it in  

your   
265 right hand / as you summon the heavenly gods and chthonic daimons.  

Write on the  
sprig of laurel the seven characters for deliverance. 
The characters are these: , the first character onto the first 

270 left, then the second / again in the same way onto the second left until there  
is a 
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 matching up of the 7 characters and 7 leaves. But be careful not to lose a  
         left 

[and]  
do harm to yourself. For this is the body’s greatest protective charm, by  
        which 
all  
are made subject, and seas and rock tremble, and daimons [avoid] the 
characters’  

275 magical powers which / you are about to have. For it the greatest protective 
 charm for the rite so that you fear nothing. 
 Now this is the rite: Take a lamp which has not been colored red and fit it 

with a  
piece of linen cloth and rose oil of spikenard, and dress yourself in a  
        prophetic 

280 garment and hold an ebony staff in your left hand and / the protective  
charm in 

 your right (i.e., the spring of laurel). But keep in readiness a wolf’s head so  
 that you  

can set the lamp upon the head of the wolf, and construct an altar of  
       unburnt 
clay  
near the head and the lamp so that you may sacrifice on it to the god. And  
immediately the divine spirit enters. 

285 The burnt offering is a wolf’s eye, storax gum, cassia, balsam gum and 
whatever  
is valued among the spices, and pour a libation of wine and honey and milk  
         and  
rainwater, [and make] 7 flat cakes and 7 round cakes. These you are going  
         to 
make  

290 completely [near] the lamp, robed and refraining from all / unclean things  
and  

 from all eating on fish and from all sexual intercourse, so that you may  
         bring 

the  
god into the greatest desire toward you. 
Now these are the names, [which] you are going to write on the linen  
        cloth 
and  
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which you will put as a wick into the lamp which has not been colored red:  
“ABER- 

295 AMENTHŌOULERTHEXANAXETHRENLYOŌTHNEMARAIBAI / AEM 
INNAEBARŌ- 
THERRETHŌBABEANIMEA. When you have completed all instructions set  
out  

 above, call the god with this chant: 
 “O lord Apollo, come with Paian. 
 Give answer to my questions, lord. O master 
 Leave Mount Parnassos and the Delphic Pytho 
 Whene’re my priestly lips voice secret words, / 
300 First angel of [the god], great Zeus. IAŌ  
 And you, MICHAEL, who rule heaven’s realm, 
 I call, and you, archangel GABRIEL. 
 Down from Olympos, ABRASAX, delighting 
 In dawns, come gracious who view sunset from  
305 The dawn, / ADŌNAI. Father of the world, 
 All nature quakes in fear of you, PAKERBETH. 
 I adjure God’s head, which is Olympos; 

I adjure God’s signet, which is vision; 
I adjure the right hand you held o’er the world; 
I adjure God’s bowl containing wealth; 
I adjure eternal god, AIŌN of all; 

310 / I adjure self-growing Nature, mighty ADŌNAIOS; 
 I adjure setting and rising ELŌAIOS: 
 I adjure these holy and divine names that 
 They send me the divine spirit and that it 
 Fulfill what I have in my heart and soul. 
315 / Hear blessed one, I call you who rule heav’n. 

And earth and Chaos and Hades where dwell 
[Daimons of men who once gazed on the light]. 
Send me this daimon at my sacred chants, 
Who moves by night to orders 'neath your force, 
From whose own tent this comes, and let him tell me /  

320 In total truth all that my mind designs, 
And send him gentle, gracious, pondering 
No thoughts opposed to me. And may you not 
Be angry at my sacred chants. But guard 
That my whole body come to light intact, 
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For you yourself arranged these things among 
325 Mankind for them to learn. / I call you name,  
 In number equal to the very Moirai, 
 ACHAIPHŌTHŌTHŌAIELAEA 
 AIEAIEIAŌTHŌTHŌPHIACHA 

And when he comes, ask him about what you wish, about the art of  
       prophecy, 
About divination with epic verse, about the sending of dreams, about  
       obtaining 

330 revelations in dreams, about / interpretations of dreams, about causing  
disease, 

 about everything that is a part of magical knowledge. 
 Cover a throne and couch a cloth of linen, but remain standing while you 
 sacrifice with the aforementioned burnt offering. And after the enquiry, if  
         you 
335 wish / to release the god himself, shift the aforementioned ebony staff,  

which 
 you are holding in your left hand, to your right hand; and shift the sprig of  

laurel,  
340 which you are holding in your right hand, to your left hand; and extinguish/  

the  
 burning lamp; and use the same burnt offering while saying: 
 “Be gracious unto me, O primal god, 
 O elder-born, self-generating god. 
 I adjure the fire which first shone in the void; 
 I adjure your pow’r which is greatest o’er all;/ 
345 I adjure him who destroys e’en in Hades, 
 That you depart, returning to your ship, 
 And harm me not, but be forever kind.” 

Translation by E. N. O’Neil 

The text contains an unusual number of parallels with Apollo’s cult 
(PGMB, 10, n. 50 with the main study by Eitrem 1947, 47-52). The parallels begin 
with the number-essence about the leaves from “the god’s tree” (for the first temple 
in Delphi made by Apollo with laurel twigs, s. TД 3, 297 with sources and 
references), as well as the numbers-letters-signs, which form agalma-synhtema, 
connected by symbolon of the Seven Day One, the Son-Sun born in the Heptad 
hierogamy. The fact that eight instead the announced seven signs are written 
(PGM, 10 n. 51) could be a mistake, but it could be an attempt of the compiler to 
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have himself included as “païs of the god” on the eighth level. The numbers-letters-
signs possess such compelling, coercing, commanding force – the force of the 
spelling naming, – that everyone obeys them (v. 274). The god himself obeys.  
 

The ritual is clear. The light, i. e. (Apollo’s) solar image cannot occur from 
a “red womb ness”, i. e. – from the hierogamic death of the god – because he did 
ablaze before the 7, at the 5. The linen is the mandatory prophetic matter for the 
“wick of the light source”, as well as for the clothes of the soothsayer. The head of 
the wolf (v. 280) is Apollo’s good agalma in his chthonic fire image. On this image 
the solar will be put, which is represented with the lamp on the wolf’s head. This is 
how both hemispheres of the Cosmos, of the Great Goddess-Mother, are built. The 
hemispheres, the lit and the darkened ones, in the meantime name the Air and the 
Fire. Mother-Earth herself is thought in the altar of clay. This altar was constructed 
from Earth and Water, the other two main cosmogonic elements.  
 

The divine spirit enters then, when the two symbols (objects-mediators) 
begin to accomplish their sacral act – the ebony scepter of the prophet-ruler in the 
left and the laurel twig in the right hand. The right hand is the one of the oracle’s 
patronage, extended by Apollo over Orpheus beheaded (TД 3, 258-259). When 
functioning, the symbols connect the believed with the Faith. The Faith replies to 
the spell with sending a divine spirit.  
 

The gifts are burned for that the fire begins to act in the way it was spelled, 
as described on v. 343. The wolf’s eye names the fire once more in order to double 
the “flashing in the emptiness” among the fragrances. They fly towards the god as 
a symbolon, which informs the god for the libations and for the small loafs of 
bread. The libation is done with four sacred liquids in the ritual – two of Apollo 
and two of Dionysus: water and honey and wine and milk. Apollo’s and Dionysus’ 
agalmata are also the seven loafs of bread served twice. Apollo’s loafs are flat, 
solar, Dionysus’ – spongy, round, “pectoral” ones (for them s. TД 2 No. 5). The 
sexual intercourses and fish consummation are prohibited (s. PGMB, 10, nn. 52-
53).  
 

The magical naming from the synthema type follows. They are written on 
the linen wick of the “lamp, unpainted in red” (about the names s. PGMB, 10, nn. 
54-55 and 11, nn. 57 and 59 with references). Apollo’s hymnic invocation itself is 
written there ( s. v. 296-327). This Apollo’s hymn (s. PGMB, 10 nn. 56 about the 
verses; cf. not only Orphic hymn 34 discussed above, but also Orphei Hymni 8 
Quandt of Helios) contains, text to the other ancient naming of the Delphic god, 
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also the ones from the Late Antiquity and the magical ones. The verses of the 
Orphic oath from 305 until 314 can be recognized in their natural spelling context, 
and they charm the god with magical, “sacred and divine” naming in his 
manifestations. The divine spirit sends them to the magus. PGMB, 11 n. 58 admits 
the variant of the swearing which says in translation “I conjure (you) (with) the 
head of the god”, which does not contradict the formula in 1 person sing.  
 

The naming of images, positions, functions and actions in the Orphic 
hymns are equal to spells of a god. The spells are probably hidden from the mystes, 
but not for the hymn-leading Teacher-initiator. He “sees the naming” and for this 
reason compels it to execute his will. The head of the god is Olympus, the highest 
panthocratic visibility. The ring is the vision of “surrounding of the cosmos” on the 
sixth degree, when the Son sets the upper and lower hemi-spheres in movement. 
The right hand of the god, of the soothsayer, is the destiny. The krater – the vessel 
with spiritual wealth – is carried by mystes in a procession, it gets libations with it, 
and mixed with wine and water (for those three possibilities s. the verb krathr∂zw, 
s. Ginouvès 1962, 397 – Demosthenes’ description of Sabazius’ procession in 
Athens, – cf. TД 2, No. 5). Adonaios and Eloaios are personifications of the 
sovereign and of the Judaic supreme god, who, during the 4th-5th c. AD are 
transformed in commonly accepted magical naming. The magus swears them 
together with the other sacred naming.  
 

This strongest fragment from the hymn-invocation-epodè is followed by 
one speculative-philosophical rhetoric where images and terms, including the 
human species and the citations of “the name in equal parts with the true Moires” 
(v. 325-326), interweave. In this passage three things could be emphasized. The 
first thing is that the god, except Heaven and Earth, rules over Chaos and Hades, i. 
e., the abyss and the underworld. They are put in opposition ascending to 
“Theogony” by Hesiod. The second thing relates to the demon who shuttles during 
nighttime, sent by the god to the magus. He is the mediator according to the old 
idea/image of the intellectual energy, which carries the prayer-appeal (TД 3, 20, 
94, 169, 186, 196). The third thing is especially important. It is contained in the 
series of letters ТНŌТНŌ in the palindrome from v. 327 (PGMB, 11, n. 60). 
Hermes, meaning the Great Hermes, as we know, is coded in Toth’s duple naming. 
The hidden presence of the Orphic prophet, and the predominant hegemon of 
speech associates the spell with the kernel of the doctrinally-ritual Faith, 
recognized in the last verses. They reveal the technique of questions and answers 
between the magus and the god. Only one isolated question about the repertoire of 
the destructive magic in Apollo’s invocation-epodè concerns the swearing of 
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sickness and suffering, while the magical procedure is followed with the effort of 
learning a craft from the god. The god is obliged to pass on this knowledge to the 
operator. This craft includes also the super complicated “divination with epic 
verses” or, in Orphic language – the making of immortality with a naming (for this 
s. TД 3, 130-132).  
 

This leads to the culmination during which a throne is covered with a linen 
cloth. This is a throne of the god. The strength of the magical operator during this 
episode is so big, that he is capable of keeping the god on the throne until he wants 
to, and release him when he wants – by extinguishing the light and switch the 
places of the symbols. This way, the link god-magus will be disconnected. The 
universal, unique and multi-essential god leaves the meeting with the magus on a 
ship – an expected Egyptian stylistics.  
 

While Apollo’s hymnic spells are a frequent motif in the papyri both 
because of Egyptian and Ancient Greek (Ionian and Delphic) tradition, the fire 
alternative of the Orphic Son of the Great Goddess-Mother, the Son-Fire, 
Dionysus-Zagreus is sworn very rarely. During the era of the late paganism, 
towards and after the 4th c. AD, this lack does not impair the notion about the dual 
Son (Apollo and Dionysus). This notion is explained by Macrobius in his 
description of “Sabazius’ religion” in Thrace. More so, the chthonic image of the 
Son melts faster in Early Christianity, because in Early Christianity, contrary to Sol 
Invictus, he cannot be easily adapted. This becomes obvious with his partial 
integration through the figure of the Thracian Heros, the horseman mediator 
between the worlds. These circumstances enlarge the relict value of an inscription 
on a papyrus from the 4th c. AD, which almost certainly contains a fragment of a 
hymnic spell of Dionysus-Zagreus (P. Berol. 17202 with an unknown discovery 
place, discussed by Brashear–Kotansky 2002, 3-24).  
 

The text includes six parts, completely different in their content:  
I. an exorcism with allusions to the birth and miracles of Jesus (1-12); II. a 

pagan fimwtikÕn to silence opponents (13-19); III. a prose, hymnic invocation (20-
22); IV. an adjuration with ritual procedures against a thief (23-30); V. a spell to 
achieve an erection (31-33); and VI. a “Sacred Stele” called the “second” (34-30).  

Brashear–Kotansky 2002, 8-9 offer the third part with translation into 
English: 
20 III [ca. 12], tr◊conta tÕn ¢◊ra = who traverses the air, 
21 [ca. 12], ¢strodoàce Ñreodr'Ò'(me) = star holder, mountain walker, 
22 [ca. 12], œlq◊ mo∂ dr£kon = come to me, O serpent.  
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The commentary of these three rows (Brashear–Kotansky 2002, 20-21) 

points out that the fragmented section is a part of a hymnic invocation. The authors 
see in them “astrological elements …” “… involving the presence of the 
constellation of Draco”. Such a supposition evokes another one, namely that the 
invocation might be a part of aÜtoptoj or sÚstasij (cf. PGM IV. 930-1114 for 
spells that invoke the very presence of powerful stellar, or light-bearing deities). 
PGM III. 255-257 is a suitable parallel: oÙrodrÒme … œlq‹ … ¢erodrÒme PÚqie 
Pai¦n (= Hymn 12). The hapax ¢strodoàce (row 21) probably could be compiled 
from ¢stro + oàcoj (⁄cein). Such a form, however, does not exist, despite 
tartaroàce (voc.) in PGM IV. 2242 (= Hymn 17), dvdoàce in PGM IV. 2522-2567 
(= Hymn 20. 32) and daidoàce in Orphei Hymni 9. 4 Quandt, and ¢llhloàdce (= 
Hymn 22. 3). The publishers do not notice the closeness of ¢strodoàce and the 
form dvdoàce in Hymn 20. 32 with Dadoàcoj, the second-in-meaning priest in the 
Eleusis mysteries. This priest “gives light” during the procession and the mystery 
(Clinton 1974, 47-68).  
 

The written form, preserved in the hymn, doubtlessly associates the 
chthonic night mystery with Zagreus’ one. This theonym is still not used in the 
recreation of the Eleusis mysteries, but Clinton 1974, 17, n. 41, who summarizes 
the opinions before and after World War II, concludes that Dionysus plays an 
“important role, if not the principal one” at least since the second quarter of the 4th 
c. BC. Still, the chthonic Zagreus – the bloody-fire-like hypostasis of the god, - is 
the most suitable personification of the underworld metaphor of the oral 
doctrinally-ritual faith in the Great Goddess-Mother and in the Eleusis mysteries.  
 

The most important naming is Ñreodr'Ò'(me), a “special Dionysiac epithet” 
(s. Eurip. Bacch. 985 Murray), which is certain in the form ÑreidrÒmoj. The 
authors comment that in Eurip. Bacch. 1018-1019 “Dionysus is urged to appear in 
the form of bull, dragon, or lion”. The hymn summons the snake and the lion in 
row 939, with other worlds – “the power of Draco and Leon are being called 
upon!”.  
 

The hymnic spell awakes an old Zagreus’ naming, which is contained in 
the oral Orphism and is preserved in one fragment by Euripides (TD 1, No. 7). The 
mountain wanderer, who is a “star-holder” in the night of his own sacrificial ritual, 
is summoned to appear in the image of the (horned) snake, after he had re-
embodied himself in a bull and lion. His occurrence is a “crossing through the air”, 
i. e., he purifies himself in order to visit his mystes in the same way as the initiated 
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people beseech the summoned gods in the Orphic hymns “to change their faces”, in 
order to emanate and create goodness.  
 

GOD’S PURIFICATION  
 

The “magic god” purifies/expiates/protects. Such functions are contained 
in the folklore ritual antiquity. The Hittite army marches in the beginning of the 
seasonal campaigns during springtime between the two cut up halves of a murdered 
captive. The Macedonian and Boeotian armies march between the two halves of a 
sacrificed dog. The zone between the two halves absorbs the pollution (for this 
ritual technique s. Parker 1983, 22, nn. 19-20 and p. 226). The two halves of a 
sacrificial rooster are carried around a vineyard in Metana to create a protecting 
circle against destructive winds. A red he-goat is an anti-plague sacrifice in Cyrene, 
dedicated to Apollo. Hermes receives a statue in Tanagra because he had carried a 
ram around the city walls (Parker 1983, 275, n. 90 with Paus. 2. 34. 2 for the 
rooster; the Cyrene’s catharactic law – SEG 9, 72; SEG 20, 717; Parker, Appendix 
2. 332-351 for the red he-goat; Paus. 9. 22. 1 for Hermes’ram). Purifications with 
metal relate to this lower rank of the magically-purifying actions. Parker 1983, 228 
adduces Pind. Ol. 1. 1. – “water is best, and gold shines out like blazing fire” – to 
ask himself how to purify with gold. “It was perhaps by sprinkling of water from a 
gold vessel?” (Parker 1983, 228, n. 118).  
 

Jameson–Jordan–Kotansky 1993, 14-16 publish a sacred law from Selinus. 
The law is written in two columns on a lead lamella and is dated to the second 
quarter of the 5th c. BC or earlier. The lamella is exported from Italy, purchased by 
Paul Getty Museum, and consequently returned. The spells written on it are defined 
by the publishers as defixiones.  
 

The first column (A) is restored by Jameson et alii 1993, 12. Kotut∂on is 
mentioned in col. A, v. 7. Qus∂a are executed before the festival. KotÚttia are 
mentioned for the first time in an epigraphic document. They bear the name of the 
Edonian Goddess KÒtuj/Kottë/Kotuttë and similar, including the Latinized Coto 
(s. Detschew 19762, 259) and are documented until the present day in Athens, 
Corinth and Sicily.  
 

The context where the Kotyttia are registered, allows some new things to 
be said, which regard the magical character of the oral Orphic faith. The mysterial 
celebration and the Olympic games are put in the inscription after qus∂a of Zeus 
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Eumenes, of the Eumenides and of Zeus Meilichios (col. A, v. 7-9). Consequently 
we can think of purification of the chthonic hypostasis of a Great Goddess-Mother 
with a theonym Kotyttò. Such a possibility is revealed in another chthonic goddess, 
Hekate. The goddess has to be released from the pollution, since “the goddess’ 
power to harm was expressed in her impurity”. She has to be released so that the 
“goddess’s pollution for shameful ends” not to be used (Parker 1983, 222-224, nn. 
84-87 following Theophr. Char. 16. 7; for “pollution in magic” s. Theophr. 5. 
121; for “pollution and magical attack” – Orph. Lith. 591 (585)).  
 

The sacrifices show that they are ritual-magical purification. The ram 
fleece offered to Zeus Meilichios (sometimes also offered to Zeus Ktesios) purifies 
a murder (Parker 1983, 28-29, n. 58 with Hesych. s.v. maim£ktej: meil∂cioj 
kaq£rsioj). It is believed that the wave will swallow the pollution caused by 
murder when the person purifying himself steps with his left foot on the fleece. 
According to Parker 1983, 373, n. 18, the left foot is “more inferior” (for the 
purifying fleece of Zeus in Eleusis s. Parker 1983, 285). In this case it is only 
reasonable not to reject the supposition about purification through the left sacred 
side. In accordance with the Cyrene’ law (SEG 9. 72, v. 50-55; cf. Parker 1983, 
332-351, App. 2), the murderer who comes as a suppliant, has to be made to sit on 
the threshold of a white fleece and to be smeared (Parker 1983, 350). The 
technique of swallowing/sucking-in of a pollution is widespread also in other 
rituals (Parker 1983, 231, n. 140 with Dem. 18. 259; about the Sabazius’ smearing 
with mud and bran – s. TД 2, 82-84). Hesych s.v. mag∂dej magmÕn is adduced for 
purification through sucking pollution in from cheese or from loafs of whole meal 
bread. Both the loafs and the cheese are offered to Trophonius and to Hekate 
(Parker 1983, 231, n. 141).  
 

The ritual is even stronger when challenged from the need to have the 
polluted Tritop£torej purified. They are chthonic spirits of forefathers of the 
murderer. Their purification is done with libation, “through the roof” of the 
hypogaion, where it is believed, they sojourn.  
 

OF II 318 = Suda Adler s. v. Tritop£torej: Dˇmwn œn tÍ Atq∂di fhsπn 
¢n◊mouj e≈nai toÝj Tritop£toraj, FilÒcoroj d‹ toÝj Tritop£treij p£ntwn 
gegon◊nai prètouj: t¾n m‹n g¦r gÁn kaπ tÕn ¼lion, fhs∂n, Ón kaπ 'ApÒllwna 
tÒte kale√n, gone√j aØtîn ºp∂stanto o≤ tÒte ¥nqrwpoi, toÝj d‹ œk toÚtwn 
tr∂touj pat◊raj. FanÒdhmoj d‹ œn fhs∂n, Óti mÒnoi 'Aqhna√oi qÚous∂ te kaπ 
eÜcontai aÙto√j Øp‹r gen◊sewj pa∂dwn, Ótan game√n m◊llwsin. œn d‹ tù 'Orf◊wj 
Fusikù Ñnom£zesqai toÝj Tritop£toraj 'Amalke∂dhn kaπ Prwtokl◊a kaπ 
Prwtokr◊onta, qurwroÝj kaπ fÚlakaj Ôntaj tîn ¢n◊mwn. Ð d‹ tÕ 'ExhghtikÕn 
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poiˇsaj OÙranoà kaπ GÁj fhsπn aÙtoÝj e≈nai, ÑnÒmata d‹ aÙtîn KÒtton, 
Bri£rewn kaπ GÚghn. 

“Tritopatores: Demon in the Atthis says that the Tritopatores are anemoi 
(winds), (while) Philokhoros (says) that the Tritopatores were born first of all. For 
the men of that time, he says, understood as their parents Ge (the earth) and Helios 
(the sun), whom then they called Apollon. Phanodemos in [book] 6 maintains that 
only [the] Athenians both sacrifice to them and pray to them, when they are about 
to marry, for the conception of children. In the Physikos of Orpheus the 
Tritopatores are named Amalkeides and Protokles and Protokleon, being 
doorkeepers and guardians of the winds. But the author of Explanation claims that 
they are [the same as the Hekatonkheires, offspring] of Ouranos (Heaven) and Ge 
(Earth), and that their names are Kottos, Briareon and Gyges.” 

The idea of a for-mysterial participation in a hierogamic teletè is suggested 
in the Samothracian Orphic initiation. Though in late texts, the Cabiri purify the 
Great Goddess-Mother. The Syracusian Artermis or Hekate, who is called 
”Aggeloj, stole Hera’s magical myrrh, and gave it to Europa. After Hera begun to 
persecute Hekate, Zeus ordered to the Cabiri to purify ”Aggeloj (Parker 1983, 223, 
n. 86 with Schol. Theocr. 2. 11/12 and Hesych. s. v. ¥ggeloj). This enlightens the 
possible doctrinally-ritual equalization between the Great Goddess-Mother 
Axiokersa in Samothrace and Kotyttò in Sicily.  

Ginouvès 1962, 399, n. 2 describs the sanctuaries of the Cabiri in Delos, 
Imbros and Thebes. They are located near springs and rivers, the water of which 
purifies. Distinguishing between Great Gods, Samothracian gods and Cabiri 
(following Hemberg 1950), the author generalizes that the catharactic rituals 
practiced in these sanctuaries are equal in meaning. She adduces Ch. Picard in 
Revue d’Histoire des Religions from 1952 about the Theban Cabiri. Ch. Picard 
thinks that the pre-Greek cult “s’est surtout teinté ensuite d’aspects thraco-
phrygiens” and that the cult seems to confirm the mysterially-purifying character of 
the ritual initiatory rituals. On Samothrace such ritual, apart from the washing and 
changing clothes, is done with drops of blood (TД 3, 285). According to Parker 
1983, 284. n. 18 and p. 374, n. 29, the mysteries in Agrae are an analogy of the 
Samothracian one. He thinks that the bloody guilt is purified with blood and 
connects the piece of information about the Hesychian glosse for ko∂hj. “Zeus’ 
fleece”, for example, is used for purification in the Eleusis mysteries (Suda s. v. 
DiÕj kèdion prÕj toÝj kaqarmoÝj; s. however, Clinton’s 1974, 68 doubt, in regard 
to the relationship with the Eleusis mysteries). Parker links the information also 
with the Cabiri and with the Athenian practice for purification with water and 
blood. In TД 3, 285 I suggested that the Hesychius’ glosse  is christianized during 
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the late 5th c., and that for this reason the glosse has the meaning of “from blood” 
and not only “with blood”.  
 

My opinion, that the meaning of purification “from blood” is given late for 
the bloody catharsis, is supported by the formulation of the problem regarding the 
reason why in Homer’s time the murderer is not purified (Parker 1983, 130-143). It 
is noted from the old authors that Homer keeps silent regarding any purification 
from homicide. The purification from such a sin occurs as an idea, and, as it seems, 
as a practice, during the 5th c. BC without having any succession with the Homeric 
antiquity. May be the best example is Oedipus (for the murder and the incest as a 
plot of the polis’ moral s. TД 3, 149). In the “Odyssea” Oedipus continues to be 
Theban king after his deeds are revealed (Hom. Od. 11. 271-280 Fuchs). In the 
“Iliad” the king is honored after his death with sepulchral competitive games 
(Hom. Il. 23. 679 Allen/Fuchs). The attitude towards the Theban king changes in 
Pherecydes, who presents Oedipus as having two marriages following the one with 
his mother (Parker 1983, 385-386 with 3FGrH fr. 95; 16 FGrH fr. 10. 8; Paus. 9. 5. 
11).  
 

Under whose influence does this attitude change during the 5th c. BC? 
Parker 1983, 138-143, n. 161 replies first to this question with the influence of the 
Delphic Apollo, who purified himself in Crete after killing the Python. The author 
cites Paus. 2. 7. 7; 2. 30. 3; 10. 7. 2; 10. 16. 5, but not the myth in Pindarus about 
the purification of the god with the water of the Peneus river (s. TД 3, 297). The 
Delphic mytho-history of Pindarus would help Parker’s 1983, 143 hypothesis, 
because he examines a “more interesting possibility” for explaining the purification 
introduced in the polis during the 5th c. BC with Orphism. The author sees the 
explanation within the frames of the common restrain from any murder of animals 
prescribed by Orphism, but states that this “eccentric religious movement” could 
hardly impose this new practice in society. R. Parker concludes that nothing occurs 
to explain the after-Homeric change – “but, very probable, there was nothing to 
explain”, he says.  
 

The Orphic literature does hardly influence a society where people who 
can read, and philosophizing people, can be counted on the fingers of one hand. 
Such an esoteric circle, closed in itself, is not capable of changing ritualism. It 
cannot mythologize the oral Faith. The non-literary Orphic teaching and ritualism 
has two alternatives in Sabazius’ image, the chthonic and the solar one. This 
discrepancy is presented by Parker 1983, 302, n. 111, where Eurip. Fr. 79 Austin 
is cited (s. TD 1, No. 7) with the sentence “the initiate’s pure and vegetarian life is 
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paradoxically (sic!?) inaugurated by the characteristic Dionysiac rite of “eating raw 
(flesh)”. He continues to doubt, because according to him, “it is unfortunately 
uncertain what reality, if any (sic!?) lies behind this imaginative portrayer set in the 
fabulous land of Crete”.  
 

The Orphic Sabazius is a changeable identification, which functions as 
good and bad, but in the specific environment about specific people with specific 
tasks in relation to them. For this reason the invocations are an appeal for such a 
change, which would obligate the god to behave properly during the requested 
appearance. The change also includes a catharactic removal of pollutions, which 
the god conglomerates on his “clean effigy” when called by others. The god’s 
purification is a method of new mastering of the divine will by the one who seeks 
it, for that the will cannot be directed towards the Evil. The Orphic magica 
premises the god’s purification as a pre-initiational ritual acts, which are not single. 
They are re-created each time when the fateful relation with the god has to be 
established again.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION TO ORPHICA MAGICA II  
 

M. True 1995 examines a Chalcidian neck-amphora owned by The Paul 
Getty Museum (L.88.AE.56). It is made by Inscription Painter, who is considered 
the creator of the Chalcidian production from black-figure vase-painting which 
begins a little before 570 BC. The Painter had painted the 39.6 cm high vase 
between 550 and 540 BC (True 1995, 426). This very early vase-painting 
represents Diomedes and Odysseus in the night slaughter of the Thracians who 
were led by Rhesus. Afterwards Odysseus leads away the horses of the murdered 
warriors. The wonderful images with names of the heroes are accentuated not so 
much with a scene of death, but rather with a magnificent white Thracian horse 
represented in a central position (True 1995, fig. 25. 1 a, b, c, and especially fig. 
25. 1 a).  
 

The neck-amphora puts forward again the problem for the initial records of 
the oral ethnos Thracian Orphism, which I have dated towards the middle of the 6th 
c. BC in TO, TD 1, TД 2 and 3, and in XO. The Onomacritus’ myth about Zagreus 
and the fragment by Ibycus for “the brilliantly known” Orpheus date back to 
approximately this time. This is also the time of the so called Pisistratus’ revision 
of the “Iliad”, which interpolates the tenth song in the poem, or at least inserts 
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substantial culturally-historical realities united around the personification of the 
southwestern Thracian king Rhesus. During the decade between the years 550-540 
BC Inscription Painter names three things with images, forms, colors and 
functions: Resus’ anthropodemon-like stasis, the hierogamic Orphic Death-New 
Birth of the bull-god from his joining with the Great Goddess-Mother, and the 
mission of the esoteric teacher and prophet born from the gods-paredroi. In such a 
way are thought Orpheus and Zalmoxis. Together with Rhesus they form the group 
of Apollo’s/Dionysus’ named paides. The paides begin their new literary life in 
mythological, legendary, poetic, tragic and prose subjects in ancient Greek as well 
as in Latin.  
 

The middle of the 6th c. BC is the good dating of the first interactive 
contacts of the oral Thracian doctrinal faith with the written records in the zone of 
the Hyperborean diagonal. I define this faith as a Thracian Orphism from the 
culturally-historical viewpoint on the  spirituality in Southeastern Europe after the 
middle of the 2nd mil. BC. The Thracian ethnosness is the best synonym of the non-
polis type of culture, i. e. behavior. The ethnos Thracian Orphism forms itself in 
the spiritual space from Crete up North with pre-Classic kernel in Boeotia, 
Thessaly, Macedonia and South-Southwestern Thrace. During the Sub-Mycenaean 
period and during the centuries of the polis’ strengthening, the non-Olympic faith-
teaching stabilizes itself in some Greek ethnos regions, but mainly in the Thracian 
territories. The data from these regions completely clarify how the aristocratic 
esoteric doctrine upholds the ethnos culture-behavior in an ideological way through 
its interrelation with the people’s open initiational mystery. In this open mystery 
the believers purify and free themselves from guilt through the obsession of the 
Son, which they experience. These two levels of the Thracian Orphism are the 
most richly documented in the zone of the Hyperborean diagonal.  
 

This documentation is not usually studied as a common source base for the 
Orphic oral teaching (Orphic hymns, texts from PGM, goldlamellae, the Derveni 
and the Gurob papyri and the Olbian/Berezan lamellae), proves the Orphism’s 
entirety (Morand 2001, 299-306). The entirety, however, is not a characteristic of 
the literary Orphism. It relates to the oral one, because the faith in immortality is 
not a questionable consolation, as is the reincarnation of the soul, but is an 
achievable goal in ecstasis as well as in enthousiasmos.  
 

The faith in immortality represents a magical knowledge for a direct 
contact with the divine energy, which is forced to incorporate the one summoning 
it to its mightiness. The Thracian ethnos Orphism is a teaching about this 
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compulsion, about the way where the god follows to admit the right of a co-
happening in the secrecy “to become a god from a mortal”, as it is said in the 
Orphic goldlamella. The earned right of the mortal to become a hierogamic païs of 
the paredroi is a magical achievement. The traces of this achievement in the texts 
from Roman time and from the transitional period from Antiquity to the Middle 
Ages certify the hard dying Orphic hope that death is not dirt, ashes and oblivion. 
Death could be surmounted with an esoteric knowledge-remembrance, which is 
achieved through education in dying, i. e., in immortality! Such is the content of 
Orphica Magica. 
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